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Abstract. We introduce a new framework, POKE, to build cryptographic protocols from irrational isogenies using higher-dimensional representations. The framework enables two parties to manipulate higher-dimensional representations of isogenies to efficiently compute their push-forwards, and ultimately to obtain a shared secret.

We provide three constructions based on POKE: the first is a PKE protocol, which is one of the most compact post-quantum PKEs and possibly the most efficient isogeny-based PKE to date. We then introduce a validation technique to ensure the correctness of uniSIDH public keys: by combining the validation method with a POKE-based construction, we obtain a split KEM, a primitive that generalizes NIKEs and can be used to instantiate a post-quantum version of the Signal’s X3DH protocol. The third construction builds upon the split KEM and its validation method to obtain a round-optimal verifiable OPRF. It is the first such construction that does not require more than $\lambda$ isogeny computations, and it is significantly more compact and more efficient than all other isogeny-based OPRFs.

1 Introduction

Since its inception nearly two decades ago, isogeny-based cryptography focused on isogenies between elliptic curves. While some protocols based on isogenies between abelian varieties (a generalization of elliptic curves to higher dimensions) had been proposed [FT19,KTW22,LTZ22], these constructions were often less studied and less efficient than their one-dimensional counterparts. This trend drastically changed in 2022: SIDH [JD11,DJP14], possibly the most efficient and well-known isogeny-based PKE, was broken in a series of three breakthrough papers by Castryck and Decru [CD23], Maino, Martindale, Panny, Pope and Wesolowski [MMP+23], and Robert [Rob23].

These attacks, which rely on computing isogenies between abelian varieties, led to a complete key-recovery attack on SIDH. But, more fundamentally, they drastically changed the landscape of hardness assumptions in isogeny-based cryptography: in particular, the attacks showed that, given two curves, the degree of the connecting isogeny, and its action on a sufficiently large torsion basis, it
is always possible to recover the connecting isogeny. If the degree is sufficiently smooth, recovering the isogeny means obtaining a kernel generator; this is not possible if the degree is not smooth, but the tools that power the SIDH attacks still enable evaluating the connecting isogeny at any point. Since knowing an isogeny really means being able to evaluate it, the techniques used to attack SIDH showed that two sets of curves and torsion points (together with the degree) can provide an alternative representation of an isogeny. This is the first representation that can efficiently describe non-smooth isogenies between any two curves.

Shortly after the attacks were made public, Oudompheng and Pope [OP22] showed that key recovery against cryptographically-sized instances of SIDH required only a few seconds to compute. More recently, Dartois, Maino, Pope, and Robert [DMPR23] introduced new techniques to compute isogenies between abelian surfaces (i.e. abelian varieties of dimension two) that achieved a dramatic speed-up over previous methods: the same attacks on SIDH could be performed in a matter of milliseconds.

Thus, the combination of new techniques to represent isogenies, especially those with non-smooth degree, and the improved algorithms to efficiently evaluate such isogenies led to a renewed interest in developing cryptographic protocols based on isogenies between abelian surfaces. Existing protocols, such as SQIsign [DKL+20] and SCALLOP [DFK+23], obtained considerable improvements by relying on higher-dimensional representations [DLRW23,CL23]. New constructions, which could only be built from higher-dimensional representations, also soon appeared: FESTA [BMP23] introduced a trapdoor function, where the trapdoor inversion runs an “SIDH attack” to recover the input, from which it derived a PKE scheme; QFESTA [NO23] later improved on FESTA by using higher dimensional isogenies to compute (and not just represent) isogenies of non-smooth degree. Verifiable delay functions and verifiable random functions have also been proposed from higher-dimensional isogenies [DMS23,Ler23].

At the same time, better protocols from isogenies between elliptic curves were also developed: initially, Fouotsa, Moriya, and Petit [FMP23] proposed countermeasures against the SIDH attacks that relied on masked degree and masked torsion points. They obtained MD-SIDH and M-SIDH, which are larger and slower than SIDH, but avoid the existing attacks. More recently, Basso and Fouotsa proposed binSIDH and terSIDH [BF23], which also avoid the attacks on SIDH while being significantly more efficient than M-SIDH and MD-SIDH. The authors also proposed a mixed approach, where one party computes binSIDH or terSIDH isogenies, while the other rely on SIDH-like isogenies.

However, the two approaches, developing better protocols in dimension one on one side, and using higher dimensional isogenies on the other, have not mixed. While the higher-dimensional protocols mentioned above still compute one-dimensional isogenies, their constructions are fundamentally different from those of SIDH-like protocols. To date, no protocol that builds a commutative diagram à la SIDH works with higher-dimensional isogenies. A possible reason behind this is that SIDH-like protocols rely on rational isogenies (i.e. with their kernel defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$) that can be represented by a single curve (its domain,
together with a kernel generator); higher-dimensional isogenies, on the other hand, often represent irrational isogenies (i.e. their kernel is not defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$) and require a two-curve representation, where both the domain and the codomain are needed.

**Contributions.** In this work, we introduce the first framework that combines the two approaches. It allows two parties, one computing irrational non-smooth isogenies and the other computing rational smooth isogenies (depending on the context, this may be isogenies as those computed in SIDH, binSIDH, terSIDH, etc.), to engage in a two-round protocol to establish a commutative diagram and obtain a shared secret. Since one isogeny in the exchange needs both its domain and codomain to be recomputed, all four curves in the commutative diagram need to be public: to obtain a shared secret, both parties reveal the (scaled) action of their secret isogeny on a fixed point and eventually obtain a shared point on a public curve. This approach can be, in some sense, interpreted as a translation of the SiGamal protocol [MOT20] to the setting of SIDH-like isogenies and higher-dimensional representations. Since the two parties end up agreeing on a shared point, we call the framework POKE\(^1\), for Point-Based Key Exchange.

With the POKE framework, we introduce three new protocols: a public-key encryption scheme, a split key encapsulation mechanism, and a round-optimal verifiable OPRF. The PKE, described in Section 4, uses a secret-degree irrational isogeny as the long-term secret key. To encrypt, the sender computes two parallel SIDH isogenies and reveals enough information for the receiver to complete the commutative diagram. The resulting protocol is extremely compact and efficient: it works with a prime of size $3\lambda$ bits, and our unoptimized proof-of-concept implementation in SageMath runs in less than 300 milliseconds.

A split KEM, first introduced in [BFG\(++\)20], is an intermediate construction between a non-interactive key-exchange (NIKE) and a PKE. Both parties hold a long-term secret key, but the protocol allows for some interactivity: one party, the sender, is allowed to send one message. Split KEMs were introduced to achieve a post-quantum version of the Signal protocol [MP16] since they can replace NIKEs in most instances. To obtain our construction (Section 5), we rely on uniSIDH isogenies (a variant of binSIDH [BF23, Sec. 4.1]), and we analyze the resistance of FESTA and uniSIDH isogenies against adaptive attacks. For the former, we show it is always easy and efficient to avoid adaptive attacks: in particular, we also solve the open problem posed by [MO23]. The authors of [MO23] asked whether it is possible to find an adaptive attack even when the scaling matrix is of the correct form: we show that this is not possible. For uniSIDH isogenies, which are easily susceptible to active attacks, we introduce a novel interactive validation method. This requires multiple repetitions ($\approx 12$) of the protocol, but it is significantly more efficient than previous methods based on zero-knowledge proofs.

\(^1\) Pronounced [poo.ker] (as two sillables), named after the Hawaiian dish (keeping alive the tradition of fishy names in isogeny-based cryptography).
Lastly, we rely on the split-KEM construction and its efficient validation method to obtain an efficient round-optimal verifiable OPRF (Section 6). The resulting protocol is the first isogeny-based verifiable OPRF that does not require more than \( \lambda \) isogeny computations, and it is significantly more compact and more efficient than all other isogeny-based OPRFs. Compared to non-isogeny ones, our protocol is the most compact by at least two orders of magnitude, and our proof-of-concept implementation suggests it might be competitive from an efficiency standpoint, although future work is needed to confirm this.

2 Preliminaries

Notation. We write \( \mathbb{Z}_n \) to denote the ring \( \mathbb{Z}/n\mathbb{Z} \), while \( \lambda \) denotes the security parameter. We also write \([k]\) for the set \( \{1, 2, \ldots, k\} \). If \( \phi_A : E_0 \to E_A \) and \( \phi_B : E_0 \to E_B \) are isogenies with the same domain, we write \( (\phi_A)_* \phi_B \) for the pushforward of \( \phi_B \) under \( \phi_A \), i.e. the isogeny \( \phi'_B : E_A \to E_{AB} \) such that \( \ker \phi'_B = \phi_A(\ker \phi_B) \).

Elliptic curves and isogenies. For a complete treatment of elliptic curves and isogenies, especially as used in cryptography, we refer to [De 17]. We call two isogenies \( \phi \) and \( \phi' \) parallel with respect to an isogeny \( \psi \) (which may be omitted, if explicit from the context) if \( \ker \phi'_B = \psi(\ker \phi) \). We also refer to rational isogenies as those whose kernel is defined over \( \mathbb{F}_{p^2} \), and irrational isogenies as those whose kernel is defined over a large extension of \( \mathbb{F}_{p^2} \).

In this work, we consider three representations of isogenies:

- SIDH isogenies [JD11]: they are prime-power degree isogenies (in our case, the degree will always be a power of three or five) whose kernel is defined over \( \mathbb{F}_{p^2} \). If their degree is \( \ell^e \), since a kernel generator can be expressed as a linear combination of any two linearly independent points of order \( \ell^e \), to compute the pushforward of an SIDH isogeny under a secret isogeny, it is necessary to reveal the action of the secret isogeny on two linearly independent points of order \( \ell^e \), possibly both scaled by the same random scalar in \( \mathbb{Z}_{\ell^e} \).

- uniSIDH isogenies [BF23, Sec 4.1]\(^2\): they are rational isogenies whose degree divides \( B \), the product of \( t \) small primes. Fixed a curve \( E \) and a point \( R \) of order \( B \), the isogeny is represented by a divisor \( B' \) of \( B \); the isogeny is defined as \( E/\langle B/B' \rangle R \). To compute their pushforward under a secret isogeny, it is necessary to reveal the action of the secret isogeny only on \( R \), possibly scaled by a random scalar in \( \mathbb{Z}_B \).

- FESTA isogenies [BMP23]: they are isogenies whose degree can be written as \( q(2^a - q) \), for some value \( q \); their kernel is not rational and it is only defined over a large extension field. They can be represented by their domain and codomain, together with their degree and action on the \( 2^a \) torsion. We propose a method to compute their pushforward under a secret isogeny in Section 3.

\(^2\) Such isogenies are not named in the original paper. We call them uniSIDH isogenies since they are a variant of binSIDH and terSIDH, with one fewer degree of freedom.
Split KEM. A split KEM [BFG+20] is a key encapsulation mechanism with two long-term public keys, one for the sender and one for the receiver. A split KEM protocol comprises of four algorithms:

\[(\sk_B, \pk_B) \leftarrow \text{sKeyGen}(\cdot), (\sk_A, \pk_A) \leftarrow \text{sKeyGen}_{\text{dec}}(\cdot), (\ct, \ss_B) \leftarrow \text{sEncaps}(\pk_A, \sk_B), \text{ and } \ss_A \leftarrow \text{sDecaps}(\ct, \pk_B, \sk_A)\].

Security is defined in terms of a lr-IND-CCA, where \(lr \in \{nn, sn, mn, sm, mm\}\). The game is a translation of the classic IND-CCA game to the split KEM setting, where the attacker has access to both an encapsulation and decapsulation oracle. The five flavors of the game, defined by the choice of \(lr\), determine whether the attacker has no (n), a single (s), or multiple (m) access(es) to the encapsulation (l) and decapsulation (r) oracles. We refer to [BFG+20] for a thorough description of split KEMs and their security properties.

OPRFs. Oblivious pseudorandom functions are a two-party protocol between a client and a server: the protocol allows the client to obliviously evaluate a PRF with a key held by the server, while the server does not learn anything about the client’s input or output. More precisely, an OPRF protocol OPRF is defined by six algorithms: \((\text{OPRF}.\text{Setup}, \text{OPRF}.\text{KeyGen}, \text{OPRF}.\text{ClientReq}, \text{OPRF}.\text{BlindEval}, \text{OPRF}.\text{Finalize}, \text{OPRF}.\text{Eval})\). \(\text{OPRF}.\text{Setup}\) generates the parameters needed for the protocol, while \(\text{OPRF}.\text{KeyGen}\) is run by the server to generate a pair of public and secret key. The client generates a blinded request of a message \(m\) by computing \(\text{ClientReq}(m)\); after receiving the request, the server uses its secret key to compute \(\text{BlindEval}\), and the client runs \(\text{Finalize}\) to obtain the PRF value. \(\text{OPRF}.\text{Eval}\) is a deterministic function on the input and the server’s secret key and describes the PRF itself. For correctness, we require the composition of \(\text{Finalize}, \text{BlindEval}, \text{and ClientReq}\) to behave exactly as \(\text{OPRF}.\text{Eval}\). We introduce the security notions of OPRFs that we use in Appendix A.

3 The POKE framework

We introduce our framework that allows two parties to engage in a two-round protocol to establish a commutative diagram and obtain a shared secret, using different isogeny representations. Nearly all isogeny-based protocols in the literature, such as M-SIDH, MD-SIDH [FMP23], binSIDH, and terSIDH [BF23], rely on a single type of isogenies: both parties need to compute isogenies with the same representation. A partial exception is the hybrid variant of bin-SIDH and terSIDH [BF23], which introduces a mixed approach: one party computes binary or ternary isogenies, while the other party computes SIDH-like isogenies. However, such constructions are still constrained to rational isogenies that can be represented by a single curve (both binary/ternary and SIDH-like isogenies can be computed from their domain and a kernel generator on it). The framework we propose enables mixing different representations of isogenies and working with irrational isogenies. In particular, it provides a method to compute the pushforward of isogenies represented by two curves, such as FESTA isogenies. This, however, comes at the cost of additional interaction between the two parties, when compared to SIDH-based constructions.
**The POKE construction.** The protocol takes place between two parties, Alice and Bob. The description is intentionally general, as it can be instantiated with any isogeny representation. Alice can compute any isogeny, including those that are representable by two curves (say, FESTA isogenies), while Bob is restricted to isogenies representable by a single curve (say, SIDH-like isogenies).

Bob, on the other hand, samples a random rational isogeny \( \phi_B : E_0 \to E_B \) whose degree is coprime with that of \( \phi_A \). Since the isogeny is rational, Bob can compute its pushforward under \( \phi_A \) from the images revealed by Alice: Bob can thus also compute the isogeny \( \phi'_B : E_A \to E_{AB} \). Note that the computation of \( \phi_B \) is independent of Alice’s computations: it thus can be done in parallel and, in some cases, the same \( \phi_B \) can be used with different \( \phi_A \)’s.

After Bob reveals \( E_B \) and \( E_{AB} \), together with the actions of \( \phi_B \) and \( \phi'_B \) on some points on \( E_0 \) and \( E_A \), Alice can compute the pushforward of \( \phi_A \) under \( \phi_B \) and thus recover the isogeny \( \phi'_A : E_B \to E_{AB} \). This allows both parties to construct a commutative diagram; however, it is not sufficient to create a key exchange: similar constructions relied on \( E_{AB} \) as their shared secret, but this is no longer possible since it is publicly revealed by Bob to enable Alice’s computation of \( \phi'_A \).

To sidestep the issue, we introduce an additional point \( X_0 \) on \( E_0 \) of order \( x \), with \( x \) coprime to both \( \deg \phi_A \) and \( \deg \phi_B \). As part of her public key, Alice also reveals the image \( X_A = [\alpha] \phi_A(X_0) \), scaled under a random value \( \alpha \). Similarly, Bob reveals the image \( X_B = [\beta] \phi_B(X_0) \), scaled under a random value \( \beta \). Both parties can thus obtain the point \( X_{AB} = [\alpha] \phi'_A(X_B) = [\beta] \phi'_B(X_A) \) on \( E_{AB} \), which is then the shared secret of the exchange. The resulting protocol is described in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1: The POKE framework.](image)

Introducing the point \( X_0 \) does not increase the size of the underlying prime: since the order of \( X_0 \) does not need to be smooth, the point \( X_0 \) can be defined over \( \mathbb{F}_{p^k} \) (i.e. with \( x \mid p - 1 \)). Using an \( x \)-only representation, it is still efficient to evaluate isogenies on \( X_0 \), while the underlying prime can be smaller. From a security standpoint, POKE requires the parties to reveal the scaled action of their secret isogeny on a public point. We argue this does not affect the security of the resulting protocols: all isogeny representations already reveal the scaled action of a secret isogeny on some points, and thus introducing an additional point can simply be interpreted as slightly increasing the parameters of the
existing assumptions\(^3\). Furthermore, the point order \(x\) can be chosen to be a large prime (with \(\log x \approx \lambda/2\)); even revealing the non-scaled action on \(X_0\) would not help an attacker. First, if \(x\) is a prime, the reduction by De Feo, Fouotsa, and Panny [FFP24] from one point to two does not apply; second, even if it did, all known algorithms that exploit torsion information would require computing an \(x\)-isogeny in dimension four, whose computational cost is \(O(x^4) \approx O(2^{2\lambda})\). Note, also, that choosing \(\log x \approx \lambda/2\) prevents brute-force attacks, since there are about \(x^2 \approx 2^\lambda\) possible \(X_{AB}\) points.

**Remark 1.** The POKE protocol presents similarities with the SiGamal PKE [MOT20]. In both cases, the protocols follow a similar flow of information: key generation consists of one isogeny computation, encryption computes two parallel isogenies, and decryption completes the commutative diagram. Moreover, as in SiGamal, the two parties reveal the images of a fixed point under their secret isogenies and eventually both obtain a shared point on the curve \(E_{AB}\). However, POKE differs from SiGamal in two significant aspects: first, the point \(X_0\) is defined over \(\mathbb{F}_{p^4}\), resulting in a smaller prime \(p\) and a more compact protocol; second, POKE is not restricted to isogenies over \(\mathbb{F}_p\) and instead allows for many different representations of isogenies. This greater flexibility is exploited in the next sections to obtain new and more efficient constructions that would not be possible from SiGamal.

### 4 An efficient PKE: P(O)KE

We present the first instantiation of the POKE framework, where one party computes irrational isogenies of non-smooth degree, similarly to FESTA [BMP23] and QFESTA [NO23], and the other computes SIDH-like isogenies. The resulting protocol is a public-key encryption scheme that is one of the most compact post-quantum PKEs and possibly the most efficient isogeny-based PKE to date.

Let \(p\) be a prime of the form \(p = 2^a 3^b f - 1\), where \(f\) is a cofactor needed for primality. Let \(E_0\) be the supersingular elliptic curve defined over \(\mathbb{F}_{p^2}\) with \(j\)-invariant 1728. Let \(P_0, Q_0\) denote a basis of \(E_0[2^a]\), \(R_0, S_0\) denote a basis of \(E_0[3^b]\), and \(X_0\) denote a point of order \(x\) on \(E_0\), with \(x\) coprime with 2 and 3. Castryck and Vercauteren [CV23] showed that when the endomorphism ring of the starting curve is known, it is possible to maliciously choose the points \(P_0, Q_0\) to obtain a backdoor in the protocol. To avoid such issues, we select \(P_0, Q_0\) using a nothing-up-my-sleeve approach: we rely on standard algorithms to compute a deterministic basis from a given curve [PDJ21]. Since such a basis is uniformly random, the probability of being backdoorable is negligible [CV23, §5.2].

Let us denote with Bob the party that wants to encrypt a message \(m\), and Alice the party that wants to receive it. To generate a public key, Alice wants to

---

\(^3\) If the protocol already revealed the action of a secret isogeny \(\phi\) on two points of order \(N\), revealing the image of \(X_0\) is equivalent to revealing the action of \(\phi\) on a point of order \(N + x\) and a point of order \(N\).
generate an isogeny of degree \( q(2^a - q) \), so that it can be easily representable in dimension two (the degree needs to factor into integers whose sum is \( 2^a \)). To do so, we adapt the algorithm proposed in QFESTA [NO23, Algorithm 2]: we first generate an endomorphism \( \theta \) of degree \( q(2^a - q)3^b \), using Algorithm 1 (based on [KLPT14]); then, we compute the \( 3^b \)-isogeny \( \psi \) that factors through \( \theta \), and we compute its dual to obtain the codomain of a \( q(2^a - q) \)-isogeny \( \phi \). Evaluating points under \( \phi \) is then equivalent to mapping them under \( [1/3^b]\psi \circ \theta \), if their order is coprime with \( 3^b \); this allows us to map points of order \( 2^a \) and obtain a two-dimensional representation of \( \phi \). This is represented in Algorithm 2.

### Algorithm 1 Endomorphism generation (based on [KLPT14])

**Input:** A degree \( N \), where \( N > p \).

**Output:** A endomorphism of \( E_0 \) of degree \( N \).

1: Set \( u = \lceil \sqrt{N/p} \rceil \)
2: while true do
3: Sample random integers \( z, t \) in \( \mathbb{Z}_u \)
4: Set \( C = N - p(z^2 + t^2) \)
5: if \( C \) is prime and \( C = x^2 + y^2 \) then \( \triangleright x, y \) computed with Cornacchia’s alg.
6: return \( [x] + [y] + [z] + [t] \)

### Algorithm 2 Generating a \( q(2^a - q) \)-isogeny

**Input:** A degree \( q \), a prime \( p \) of the form \( p = 2^a3^b - 1 \), where \( B \) is smooth.

**Output:** A representation of an isogeny \( \phi : E_0 \to E_A \) of degree \( q(2^a - q) \).

1: Generate an endomorphism \( \theta \) of \( E_0 \) of degree \( q(2^a - q)B \)
2: Generate a basis \( P_0, Q_0 \) of \( E_0[2^a] \)
3: Generate a basis \( R_0, S_0 \) of \( E_0[B] \)
4: Compute \( P'_0, Q'_0 = \theta(P_0), \theta(Q_0) \)
5: Compute \( R'_0, S'_0 = \theta(R_0), \theta(S_0) \)
6: Find \( x, y \in \mathbb{Z}_B \) such that \( [x]R'_0 + [y]S'_0 = \mathcal{O} \)
7: Compute \( \psi : E_0 \to E_A \) with kernel \( \langle [x]R_0 + [y]S_0 \rangle \)
8: Compute \( P_A, Q_A = [1/B] \psi(P'_0), [1/B] \psi(Q'_0) \)
9: Compute \( \Phi \) with kernel \( \langle [-q]P_0, P_A \rangle, \langle [-q]Q_0, Q_A \rangle \)
10: return \( \Phi \)

After Alice has generated a \( q(2^a - q) \)-isogeny, the protocol proceeds as described in the POKE framework. To obtain a PKE, Bob attaches \( ct' = \text{KDF}(X_{AB}) \oplus m \) to the ciphertext, where KDF is a key derivation function. Alice, following the POKE framework, recomputes \( X_{AB} \) and extracts the message \( m \) as \( m = \text{KDF}(X_{AB}) \oplus ct' \). The resulting protocol is described in Protocol 2.

### Protocol 2 (The P(O)KE PKE)

Let \( p \) be a prime of the form \( p = 2^a3^b - 1 \), where \( f \) is a small cofactor needed for primality. Let \( E_0 \) be the supersingular
elliptic curve defined over $\mathbb{F}_p^2$ with $j$-invariant 1728. Let $P_0, Q_0$ be a deterministic basis of $E_0(\mathbb{F}_p^2)$, and $R_0, S_0$ be a deterministic basis of $E_0[3']$. Similarly, let $X_0$ also be a deterministically-generated point on $E_0(\mathbb{F}_p^2)$ of order $x$, with $x \mid p-1$ and coprime with 2 and 3. Let KDF denote a key derivation function.

**KeyGen.** Alice samples a random prime $q$ in $[0, 2^a]$ such that $q(2^a - q)$ is coprime with 3, and she computes a random isogeny $\phi_A : E_0 \to E_A$ of degree $q(2^a - q)$ using Algorithm 2. She also samples random integers $\alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_x$ in $\mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2$. Alice’s public key consists of the curve $E_A$, and the 2$^a$-images $P_A = [\alpha_2] \phi_A(P_0), Q_A = [\alpha_3] \phi_A(Q_0)$, the 3$^b$-images $R_A = [\alpha_3] \phi_A(R_0), S_A = [\alpha_3] \phi_A(S_0)$, and the point $X_A = [\alpha_x] \phi_A(X_0)$; the secret key includes the scaling values $\alpha_2, \alpha_3, x$ and the degree $q$.

**Encrypt.** To encrypt a message $m$, Bob samples a random integer $\beta$ in $\mathbb{Z}_3$, and computes the parallel isogenies $\phi_B : E_0 \to E_B$ with kernel $(R_A + [\beta]S_A)$ and $\phi_B' : E_A \to E_{AB}$ with kernel $(R_A + [\beta]S_A)$. He also samples random integers $\beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_x \in \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2$, and computes the points $X_B = [\beta_x] \phi_B(X_0)$ and $X_{AB} = [\beta_x] \phi_B'(X_A)$. The ciphertext is then the curve $E_B$, the images $P_B = [\beta_2] \phi_B(P_0), Q_B = [\beta_3] \phi_B(Q_0)$ and $X_B$, together with the curve $E_{AB}$, the images $P_{AB} = [\beta_2] \phi_B'(P_A), Q_{AB} = [\beta_3] \phi_B'(Q_A)$, and $ct' = \text{KDF}(X_{AB}) \oplus m$.

**Decrypt.** To decrypt the ciphertext $(E_B, P_B, Q_B, X_B, E_{AB}, P_{AB}, Q_{AB}, ct')$, Alice scales the points $P_{AB}, Q_{AB}$ by $1/\alpha_2$ and $1/\alpha_3$ respectively to obtain the images of $P_B, Q_B$ under $\phi_A$. With such information, she can obtain a two-dimensional representation of $\phi_A'$, from which she can obtain the point $X_{AB} = [\alpha_x] \phi_A'(X_B)$. The message is then $m = \text{KDF}(X_{AB}) \oplus ct'$.

**Remark 3.** The protocol, as presented, starts from a curve $E_0$ whose endomorphism ring is known, since knowledge of the endomorphism ring is used to compute an isogeny of non-smooth degree during Key Generation. While $E_0$ having a known endomorphism ring does not affect the security of the protocol, it requires greater care in the choice of the points $P_0, Q_0$. Moreover, several attacks against other isogeny-based constructions rely on the knowledge of the endomorphism ring of the starting curve [Pet17,dQKL+21,CIP+23,CV23]. As a defense-in-depth measure, it may be prudent to replace $E_0$ with a curve of unknown endomorphism ring.

To do so, Alice can start from the curve with $j$-invariant 1728 and compute key generation as described. After obtaining $(E_A, P_A, Q_A, R_A, S_A, X_A)$, she may compute parallel 3$^b$-isogenies $\psi : E_0 \to E_0$ and $\psi : E_A \to E_A$, similarly to what is done during encryption. She then obtains the points $\psi(P_0), \psi(Q_0)$ on $E_0$ and their images $\psi(P_A), \psi(Q_A)$, from which she can obtain a two-dimensional representation of the $q(2^b - q)$-isogeny $\phi_A : E_0 \to E_A$. Then, Alice (deterministically) generates a 2$^a$-basis of $E_0[2^a]$, a 3$^b$-basis of $E_0[3^b]$, and a point of order $x$. Using the representation of $\phi_A$, she can map these points on $E_A$ and scales them as in the original KeyGen. The resulting public key consists of $E_0, E_A$, and the points on $E_A$. Hence, with this modified key generation, Alice can generate a public key where $E_0$ has unknown (to anyone else) endomorphism ring; this, however, comes at the cost of a longer key generation procedure and a larger public key.
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Security. The security of the protocol informally relies on the hardness of recovering either the secret isogeny $\phi_A$ from its public key, or the isogenies $\phi_B$ and $\phi'_B$ from the ciphertext.

More formally, the security of Alice’s secret isogeny relies on the hardness of the following problem:

Problem 4 (Secret-Degree Isogeny (SDI) Problem). Let $p$ be a prime of the form $p = 2^a 3^b f - 1$, with $x$ a prime divisor of $p - 1$. Let $E$ be a supersingular elliptic curve defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$, and write $P_0, Q_0$ for a basis of $E[2^a]$, $R_0, S_0$ for a basis of $E[3^b]$, and $X_0$ for a point of order $x$. Let $q$ be a random prime in $[0, 2^a]$. Let $\phi : E \to E'$ be a random isogeny of degree $q(2^a - q)$, generated as in Algorithm 2. Given $E, E'$, the points $P_0, Q_0, R_0, S_0, X_0$ and the image points $[\alpha_2]\phi(P_0), [\alpha_3]\phi(Q_0), [\alpha_3]\phi(R_0), [\alpha_3]\phi(S_0), [\alpha_3]\phi(X_0)$, where $\alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_x \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_3 \times \mathbb{Z}_3$, recover $\phi$.

While the security of the isogenies computed during encryption relies on the hardness of the following problem:

Problem 5 (Double Masked-Torsion Isogeny (DMTI) Problem). Let $E_0, E'_0$ be two supersingular elliptic curves defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$, connected by an isogeny $\psi : E_0 \to E'_0$. Let $P_0, Q_0$ span $E_0[2^a]$ and $X_0$ be a point on $E_0$ of order $x$, and let $P'_0, Q'_0$ span $E'_0[2^a]$. Let $\phi : E_0 \to E_1$ be a random isogeny of degree $3^b$, and let $\phi' : E'_0 \to E'_1$ be its pushforward $\psi_* \phi$.

Given $E_0, E'_0$, the points of $P_0, Q_0, X_0, P'_0, Q'_0$, the curves $E_1, E'_1$, the image points $[\beta_2]\phi(P_0), [\beta_2']\phi(Q_0), [\beta_2]\phi(R_0), [\beta_2']\phi(S_0), [\beta_2]\phi(X_0)$, where $\beta_2, \beta_2', \beta_x \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_3$, recover $\phi$.

The hardness of Problem 4 and Problem 5 guarantees security against isogeny-recovering attacks. While it is likely that any attack against the proposed protocol would eventually solve either problem, the security of the protocol relies on a stronger assumption: the hardness of the computational POKEFESTA,SIDI problem, which is the following.

Problem 6 (C-POKEFESTA,SIDI). Let $p$ be a prime of the form $p = 2^a 3^b f - 1$, where $f$ is a small cofactor needed for primality. Let $E_0$ be a supersingular elliptic curve defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$. Let $P_0, Q_0$ be a basis of $E_0[2^a]$, $R_0, S_0$ a basis of $E_0[3^b]$, and $X_0$ a point of order $x$ on $E_0(\mathbb{F}_{p^2})$.

Let $\phi_A : E_0 \to E_A$ be an isogeny of degree $q(2^a - q)$, for some unknown value $q$. Write $P_A, Q_A = [\alpha_2]\phi_A(P_0), [\alpha_3]\phi_A(Q_0), R_A, S_A = [\alpha_3]\phi_A(R_0), [\alpha_3]\phi_A(S_0)$, and $X_A = [\alpha_3]\phi_A(X_0)$, where $\alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_x$ are random integers in $\mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_3 \times \mathbb{Z}_3$. Let $\phi_B : E_0 \to E_B$ be an isogeny of degree $3^b$, and write $\phi'_B : E_A \to E_{AB}$ for the pushforward $(\phi_A)_* (\phi_B)$. Write $P_B, Q_B = [\beta_2]\phi_B(P_0), [\beta_2]\phi_B(Q_0), P_{AB}, Q_{AB} = [\beta_2]\phi_B(P_A), [\beta_2]\phi'_B(Q_A)$, and $X_B = [\beta_2]\phi_B(X_0)$, where $\beta_2, \beta_2', \beta_x$ are random integers in $\mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_{2^a} \times \mathbb{Z}_3$. Lastly, write $X_{AB}$ for the point $\phi_B(X_A) = \phi'_B(X_B)$.

Given $(E_A, (P_A, Q_A), (R_A, S_A), X_A), (E_B, (P_B, Q_B), X_B), (E_{AB}, (P_{AB}, Q_{AB}))$, compute $X_{AB}$.

The IND-CPA security of the P(O)KE PKE is formalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 7. The POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,SIDH} protocol is IND-CPA secure in the random oracle model under the assumption that the C-POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,SIDH} problem is hard.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of security of the hashed ElGamal PKE, see for instance [KML03, Theorem 1]. Given an adversary $A$ that breaks the IND-CPA security of the proposed protocol, it is possible to construct an adversary $B$ that solves an instance $(E_B, P_B, Q_B, X_B, E_{AB}, P_{AB}, Q_{AB}, ct')$ of the C-POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,SIDH} problem. Informally, $B$ simulates the random oracle model and passes $(E_B, P_B, Q_B, X_B, E_{AB}, P_{AB}, Q_{AB}, ct')$ to $A$, where $ct'$ is randomly sampled: if $A$ does not query the ROM with $X_{AB}$ it cannot win the IND-CPA game, and if it does, $B$ can output a random query. With non-negligible probability (since $X_{AB}$ is guaranteed to be among the queries), $B$ outputs the solution to the C-POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,SIDH} problem.

Similarly to the hashed ElGamal PKE and all the analogous constructions, including SiGamal [MOT20], it is also possible to construct an IND-CPA secure PKE in the standard model from the decisional variant of the C-POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,SIDH} problem. Using standard transformations, such as the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform [FO99,HHK17], it is also possible to obtain an IND-CCA secure PKE.

Hardness analysis. The first proposed problem, Problem 4, asks to recover an isogeny from its action on some torsion bases when the degree is unknown. This is assumed to be hard because all isogeny-recovering attacks that exploit the action of the secret isogeny on some torsion points [CD23,MMP+23,Rob23] fundamentally rely on knowing the degree of the isogeny. Thus, the problem appears to reduce to the hardness of recovering the degree $q(2^a - q)$ given the provided information. Such a problem is expected to be hard since the degree cannot efficiently be brute-forced (there are exponentially many possible degrees) nor recovered through pairing computations. More precisely, the pairings $e_{2a}(P, Q)$ and $e_{2a}(P', Q')$ yield the value $q(2^a - q)\alpha^2z$, while the pairings $e_{2b}(R, S)$ and $e_{2b}(R', S')$ yields the value $q(2^a - q)\alpha_2'z$. In both cases, the degree is hidden by the unknown scalars $\alpha_2, \alpha_2'$, and $\alpha_3$.

Relying on secret-degree isogenies was originally proposed in the context of MD-SIDH [FMP23], a secure variant of SIDH. However, in that case, the degree of the isogeny is known to divide a public parameter, whereas in our case no information is known about the degree of the isogeny. Indeed, Problem 4 appears to provide significantly less information that [FMP23, Problem 5] since part of the torsion information is scaled under a diagonal matrix, and no multiple of the degree is known. While a formal reduction is hard due to the difference in parameters, Problem 4 is expected to be at least as hard as [FMP23, Problem 5]. We further discuss the hardness of Problem 4 in Appendix B.

Problem 5 is a two-instance variant of the more common problem of recovering the isogeny from its scaled action on the torsion points. Such a problem is known in the literature as the Computational Isogeny with Scaled Torsion (CIST) problem, and it was first introduced to argue the security of FESTA [BMP23, Problem
7], but was also used in QFESTA [NO23], IS-CUBE [Mor23], and binSIDH and terSIDH [BF23]. The CIST problem is believed to be hard because the revealed images of the torsion points are scaled under different unknown scalars; this reveals significantly less information than what is needed to apply the attacks against SIDH-like isogenies [CD23,MMP+23,Rob23].

While Problem 5 reveals additional information compared to the CIST problem since two related instances are revealed, it appears to be as hard as the original CIST problem. The additional instance does not appear to help solving the problem. A similar argument is proposed in the security analysis of FESTA, which similarly relies on a two-instance version of CIST called CIST$^2$. In FESTA, the two isogenies in CIST$^2$ are independent and have different degrees, while in our case the two isogenies are the pushforward of one other under the isogeny connecting $E$ and $E'$. This, however, does not heuristically appear to be a significant difference: even in FESTA, recovering one of the two isogenies is enough to recover both; moreover, it seems hard to exploit the parallelness of the isogenies since the isogeny from $E$ to $E'$ is unknown (in the protocol, this is Alice’s secret isogeny).

4.1 Efficiency

The proposed protocol is one of the most compact post-quantum PKEs and possibly the most efficient isogeny-based PKEs to date.

**Parameters.** To guarantee the security of the protocol, we need to select $2^a \approx 2^\lambda$ (so that brute-forcing $q$ is hard), $3^b \approx 2^{2\lambda}$ (so that meet-in-the-middle attacks against $\phi_B$ are exponentially expensive), and $x \approx 2^{3\lambda/2}$ (so that brute-forcing $X_{AB}$ is hard). However, $x$ does not need to be smooth and can be chosen among the divisors of $p - 1$. In this way, the points $X_i$ are defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^4}$ (or equivalently over the twist of the curves considered), and can be efficiently represented over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$ using $x$-only arithmetic. Hence, the underlying prime of the form $p = 2^a3^b f - 1$ has thus size of about $3\lambda$ bits.

The public key consists of one curve and five torsion points. The $X_A$ point is represented by its $x$-coordinate, whereas the remaining points can be represented as the two points $P_A + R_A$, and $Q_A + S_A$. This means that the public key requires about $\approx 20\lambda$ bits, or—if the points are compressed$^4$—$\approx 17\lambda$ bits. Note that, unless $X$ is chosen to have smooth order, it cannot be compressed because solving discrete logarithms (needed for compression) is hard. The ciphertext,
instead, consists of two curves, five torsion points, and a message component. This thus requires $38\lambda$ bits uncompressed, or $24\lambda$ bits compressed. For $\lambda = 128$, this means that a compressed public key requires about 272 bytes, and a compressed ciphertext about 384 bytes.

We remark that this construction is well-suited for a B-SIDH [Cos20] approach: by (partially) moving the kernel of $\phi_B$ to $\mathbb{F}_{p^4}$ and working over the curve twists, it may be possible to reduce the prime size without significantly affecting the efficiency of the protocol.

**Implementation.** We implemented the uncompressed version of the protocol in SageMath [The24] using the implementation of isogenies between abelian surfaces proposed in [DMPR23]. Due to a limitation in the current implementation, the point $X_0$ has a large prime order, but it is defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$. Thus, the implementation works with a characteristic that is about 16% larger than the characteristic if $X_0$ were defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^4}$. Hence, the current timings provide only an upper bound: reducing the characteristic to the expected size should result in a speed-up of about 25%, while an optimized implementation of the same protocol (in a low-level language, with assembly-level optimizations) should result in a speed-up of more than an order of magnitude. The timings, benchmarked on an Apple M1 PRO CPU, are reported in Table 1.

| $\lambda$ | $|pk_{\text{cmp}}|$ | $|ct_{\text{cmp}}|$ | KeyGen | Encrypt | Decrypt |
|-----------|----------------|----------------|--------|---------|--------|
| 128       | 272            | 384            | 554.7  | 165.0   | 275.3  |
| 192       | 408            | 576            | 1149.3 | 315.8   | 559.4  |
| 256       | 544            | 768            | 2154.6 | 576.6   | 1053.2 |

**Comparison with other protocols.** We start by considering CSIDH [CLM+18]: while the original proposal relied on a 511-bit prime (for $\lambda = 128$), subsequent analysis [Pei20,BS20,CSCDJRH22] of quantum attacks showed that such a prime is not sufficient to guarantee the expected security. Instead, [BS20] proposed to use a prime of size between 2260 or 5280 bits (depending on the conservativeness of the analysis), while [CSCDJRH22] proposes to use a 4096-bit prime. The public key and ciphertexts of CSIDH consists of a single curve defined over $\mathbb{F}_p$, so they require between 283 (when $\log p = 2260$) and 512 (when $\log p = 4096$) bytes. In all but the most aggressive parameter sets, the public key and ciphertext of our proposed protocol are more compact than SIDH; even in the case where $\log p = 2260$, our protocol is only slightly less compact (about 35% larger). In terms of performance, however, our protocol is significantly more efficient. A recent work [CCSCD+23] reports optimized implementations of CSIDH: encrypting a message (i.e. computing two group action evaluations) takes more than a second with $p = 2048$ and more than several seconds with $p = 4096$, while decryption is
only twice as fast.\textsuperscript{5} This is significantly longer than the results of our proof-of-concept implementation in SageMath reported in Table 1, where encryption and decryption take less than 200 and 300 ms.

If we compare our protocol with other isogeny-based construction, the comparison is similarly positive. FESTA [BMP23], as proposed, works with a 1292-bit prime for $\lambda = 128$ and requires 1,122 bytes for its ciphertexts, which are $2.9 \times$ larger than our protocol. FESTA, when implemented in SageMath with the same library for isogeny computations [DMPR23] and running on the same hardware as Table 1, requires 3.1 seconds for encryption and 2.8 seconds for decryption, hence more than an order of magnitude slower than our proposed protocol. FESTA was later improved in QFESTA [NO23]; the protocol similarly uses a prime of $3\lambda$ bits, but the ciphertext is significantly larger, since in both protocols, the ciphertext mostly consists of two curves and several points, but in QFESTA the order of the torsion points is much larger. Indeed, the QFESTA ciphertexts are more than 100 bytes larger, and their running times (also implemented in SageMath, using the same library for higher-dimensional isogenies) are similarly an order of magnitude larger. Lastly, we compare our protocol with terSIDH-hyb, the most efficient key exchange from [BF23]. In terSIDH-hyb, the prime characteristic is $\approx 4 \times$ larger, public keys are $2.6 \times$ larger, and ciphertext (if terSIDH-hyb is used as PKE through a standard transformation) is $1.2 \times$ larger. The computation times of encryption is also $30 \times$ slower, while decryption is $1.9 \times$ faster.

5 A split KEM

In the PKE proposed in the previous section, during encryption Bob computes two isogenies: one from $E_0$ to $E_B$, independent of Alice’s public key, and one from $E_A$ to $E_{AB}$. It may be thus natural to construct a split KEM [BFG+20] from the same protocol, where Bob computes the first isogeny and reveals its codomain, together with its action, as a public key. Whenever Bob wants to encrypt a message to Alice, he computes the second isogeny from $E_A$ to $E_{AB}$, as in the previous construction; to decrypt, Alice proceeds as before, but now also requires Bob’s public key. Such a construction would allow Bob to implicitly authenticate himself to Alice (while the authentication remains deniable to third parties), and it would provide most of the benefits provided by a non-interactive key exchange. In particular, a split KEM could be used to instantiate a post-quantum version of the Signal’s X3DH protocol [MP16].

In [BFG+20], the authors propose different security notions for split KEMs. In the weakest notion, nn-IND-CCA, the attacker is a third party that sees only one encryption. Such a security notion corresponds to the classical IND-CPA security, and it is satisfied by the protocol in the previous section. However, such a security notion is not sufficient for nearly any application: if the protocol in the

\textsuperscript{5} The authors report their implementation results in [CCSCD+23, Table 5] only in clock cycles, but no CPU frequency is reported. Assuming a frequency of 3.2 GHz, one group action evaluation takes about 690 ms with $p = 2048$ and 3.5 seconds with $p = 4096$. 
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We first formalize the Split-POKE protocol, described in its unprotected variant. The secret key comprises of $\text{fKeyGen}$. This leads us to a new instantiation of the POKE framework with FESTA $sEncaps$ and computes his secret key $Z$ $\text{q}$ $\text{ϕ}$ $P$ $Z$ $q$ $\text{ϕ}$ $sKeyGen$ $E$ of curve defined over a small extension field) and obtain its scaled image on $E_B$ under $\phi_B$. If Alice were to repeat the process with multiple honestly-generated public keys, she could obtain the exact images of the $\ell$-torsion points (by [BKM+21, Lemma 1], combining it with the knowledge of $\deg\phi_B$); repeating this process for multiple small factors $\ell$ would allow Alice to obtain enough torsion information to apply the SIDH attacks [CD23,MMP+23,Rob23] and recover $\phi_B$.

To avoid such an attack, we need the degree of Bob’s isogenies to be secret. We thus replace Bob’s computation from SIDH-like isogenies to uniSIDH isogenies. This leads us to a new instantiation of the POKE framework with FESTA isogenies for one party and uniSIDH isogenies for the latter, which we call split-POKE. The resulting protocol is secure against passive attacks (i.e. the attacker is not a participant in the protocol) and honest-but-curious participants, but is still vulnerable to active attacks. We present validation methods for both participants, obtaining thus a split KEM that is (presumably) mm-IND-CCA secure, although we leave a formal proof for future work.

5.1 The Split-POKE protocol

We first formalize the Split-POKE protocol, described in its unprotected variant.**Protocol 8 (Split-POKE).** Let $p$ be a prime of the form $p = 2^nBf - 1$, where $f$ is a small cofactor needed for primality. Let $E_0$ be the supersingular elliptic curve defined over $\mathbb{F}_p$ with $j$-invariant 1728. Let $P_0, Q_0$ be a deterministic basis of $E_0[2^n]$, and $R_0$ and $X_0$ be deterministically computed points of order $B$ and $x$.

$sKeyGen_{dec}()$. Alice samples a random prime $q$ in $[0, 2^n]$ such that $2^n - q$ is also prime, and she computes a random isogeny $\phi_A : E_0 \rightarrow E_A$ of degree $q(2^n - q)$ using Algorithm 2. She also samples scaling values $\alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_B, \alpha_x \in \mathbb{Z}_{2^n} \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2$. Alice’s public key consists of the curve $E_A$, and the points $P_A, Q_A = [\alpha_2]\phi_A(P_0), [\alpha_3]\phi_A(Q_0)$, $R_A = [\alpha_B]\phi_A(R_0)$, and $X_A = [\alpha_x]\phi_A(X_0)$. The secret key comprises of $(q, \alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_B, \alpha_x)$.

$sKeyGen_{enc}()$. Bob samples a random $B'$ dividing $B$, and computes the isogeny $\phi_B : E_0 \rightarrow E_B$ with kernel $\langle [B'/B']R_0 \rangle$. He then samples scaling values $\beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_x \in \mathbb{Z}_{2^n} \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2$, and he sets $P_B, Q_B = [\beta_2]\phi_B(P_0), [\beta_3]\phi_B(Q_0)$ and $X_B = [\beta_x]\phi_B(X_0)$. He then publishes its public key $(E_0, E_B, P_B, Q_B, X_B)$, while storing his secret key $(B', \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_x)$.

$sEncaps(pk_A)$. Bob computes the isogeny $\phi'_B : E_A \rightarrow E_{AB}$ with kernel $\langle [B'/B']R_A \rangle$, and computes $P_{AB}, Q_{AB} = [\beta_2]\phi'_B(P_A), [\beta_3]\phi'_B(Q_A)$ and $X_{AB} = [\beta_x]\phi'_B(X_A)$. 
He then sends the ciphertext $ct = (E_{AB}, P_{AB}, Q_{AB})$ to Alice, while outputting the shared secret $ss_B = X_{AB}$.

$sDecaps(pk_B, ct)$. Alice computes the isogeny $\Phi$ with kernel $\langle [-q]P_A, [1/\alpha_2]P_{AB}\rangle$, $\langle [-q]Q_A, [1/\alpha'_2]Q_{AB}\rangle$ that represents the isogeny $\phi'_A : E_A \to E_{AB}$. She outputs the shared secret $ss_A = \phi'_A(X_B)$.

5.2 Validating FESTA-like isogenies

Consider a POKE instantiation where Alice computes FESTA isogenies, similarly to $\mathcal{P}(O)$KE PKE. During the execution of the protocol, she receives two curves $E_B$ and $E_{AB}$, together with points $P_B, Q_B \in E_B[2^a]$ and $P_{AB}, Q_{AB} \in E_{AB}[2^a]$. To decrypt, she scales $P_{AB}, Q_{AB}$ by $1/\alpha_2$ and $1/\alpha'_2$ respectively, and then attempts to compute the isogeny $\Phi$ with kernel $\langle [-q]P_B, [1/\alpha_2]P_{AB}\rangle, \langle [-q]Q_B, [1/\alpha'_2]Q_{AB}\rangle$. We identify three possible scenarios:

1. The computation of $\Phi$ fails, i.e. the points $P_B, Q_B$ and $P_{AB}, Q_{AB}$, when scaled appropriately, do not generate the kernel of a two-dimensional isogeny between products of elliptic curves. In this case, Alice aborts.
2. The computation of $\Phi$ succeeds, but the points $[1/\alpha_2]P_{AB}$ and $[1/\alpha'_2]Q_{AB}$ are not the images of $P_B$ and $Q_B$ under $\Phi$. The attack against an unprotected variant of FESTA presented in [MO23] falls into this category. However, this can be easily checked: once $\Phi$ is recovered, it is sufficient to map $P_B$ and $Q_B$ under $\Phi$ and compare the results with scaled $P_{AB}$ and $Q_{AB}$. If they do not match, Alice aborts.
3. The computation of $\Phi$ succeeds, and the points $[1/\alpha_2]P_{AB}$ and $[1/\alpha'_2]Q_{AB}$ are the images of $P_B$ and $Q_B$ under $\Phi$. In this case, $P_{AB}$ and $Q_{AB}$ must be honestly generated: since $\alpha_2$ and $\alpha'_2$ are odd, their inverse modulo $2^a$ is unique.

Hence, for Alice to protect herself from adaptive attacks, it is sufficient to evaluate the points $P_B, Q_B$ under the recovered isogeny $\Phi$ and check them against $P_{AB}, Q_{AB}$. If the points $P_{AB}, Q_{AB}$ are not the images of $P_B, Q_B$, scaled by $\alpha_2, \alpha'_2$, Alice recognizes the inputs are maliciously generated and aborts. In all other cases, the input must be honestly generated. Note that Alice is already mapping $X_B$ under $\Phi$ to recover the message, so the additional cost of this validation is minimal.

5.3 Validating uniSIDH-like isogenies

To compute a ciphertext, Bob considers a public key containing a curve $E_A$ and a point $R_A$ of order $B = \prod_{i=1}^t p_i$, and computes the isogeny $\phi'_B$ with kernel $\langle [B/B'] R_A \rangle$, for some secret $B'$ dividing $B$. If we write the point $R_A$ as the sum of $t$ points of order $p_i$, i.e. $R_A = R_{A,1} + R_{A,2} + \cdots + R_{A,t}$, where $\text{ord} R_{A,i} = p_i$, the choice of $B'$ is equivalent to choosing a subset of the $R_{i}$’s that contribute to the kernel computations. In other words, we have

$$\ker \phi'_B = \langle R_{A,1}, R_{A,2}, \cdots, R_{A,t} \rangle \quad \text{where} \quad R_{A,i}^* = \begin{cases} R_{A,i} & \text{if } p_i \mid B', \\ O & \text{if } p_i \not\mid B'. \end{cases}$$
Such a construction is easily vulnerable to adaptive attacks, as noted in [BF23]; if the point $R_i$ is changed (i.e., is not honestly generated), whether the curve $E_{AB}$ changes as well reveals whether $R_i \in \ker \phi'_B$. Repeating this process for all $t$ points $R_i$ reveals the exact value of $B'$, and thus the secret isogenies $\phi'_B$ and $\phi_B$.

To protect against such attacks, we introduce a new validation method. We first describe it as an interactive protocol, and later we show how to reduce the number of interactions so that it can be used in the split-KEM setting.

The validation approach relies on the fact that a malicious participant who produces a maliciously generated public key cannot, in most cases, easily de-capitalize a ciphertext encrypted with that public key. Our solution to validate a public key is thus to generate several ciphertexts with different ephemeral encapsulation keys, and ask the public key owner to produce the decapsulation output. If the process is repeated for sufficiently many encapsulation keys, the decapsulator can respond with the correct message only if the public key is honestly generated. Note that a similar approach was proposed, in the context of SIDH, in [AJL17] as $k$-SIDH. In $k$-SIDH, however, the goal was to build a NIKE: hence, the multiple exchanges were between static keys and thus required a very large number of interactions. In our case, the exchanges are between ephemeral keys (the validation method can be interpreted as a static-ephemeral version of $k$-SIDH), and thus the number of interactions is much smaller.

Remark 9. A decapsulation public key also contains two points $P_A, Q_A$ of order $2^a$, which are mapped by Bob under $\phi'_B$ and scaled by values $\beta_2, \beta'_2$. These points do not interact with Bob’s secret key in any meaningful way and thus cannot be used to actively attack Bob’s secret key.

The interactive validation technique. Let us assume that a malicious Alice has generated a public key $(E_A, R_A)$, where all but one points are honestly generated (this is the most advantageous scenario for the attacker). In other words, if we write the points $R_0$ on $E_0$ and $R_A$ on $E_A$ as the sum

$$R_k = R_{k,1} + R_{k,2} + \cdots + R_{k,t}, \quad \text{where } k \in \{0, A\} \text{ and } \text{ord } R_{k,i} = p_i,$$

we have that for all $i \in [t] \setminus \{j\}$, we have $\phi_A(R_{0,i}) = [\alpha_i]R_{A,i}$, for some $\alpha_i \in \mathbf{Z}_B^*$.

Bob now generates an ephemeral secret isogeny $\phi_B : E_0 \to E_B$ and produces both an encapsulation public key $(\tilde{E}_B, \tilde{P}_B, \tilde{Q}_B, \tilde{X}_B)$ and a ciphertext $(\tilde{E}_{AB}, \tilde{P}_{AB}, \tilde{Q}_{AB})$, obtained using the ephemeral encapsulation public key and the decapsulation public key to validate.

If the point $R_{0,j}$ is not in the kernel of $\tilde{\phi}_B$, then the maliciously generated point $R_{A,j}$ is not in the kernel of $\tilde{\phi}'_B$, and thus Alice can easily decapsulate the ciphertext. On the other hand, if the point $R_{0,j}$ is in the kernel of $\tilde{\phi}_B$, then the curve $\tilde{E}_{BA}$ (computed by Bob) is not the same as the codomain $\tilde{E}_{AB}$ of $\tilde{\phi}'_A$ (the pushforward of $\phi_A$ under $\tilde{\phi}_B$), which prevents Alice from computing the point $\tilde{X}_{AB}$. However, since only $R_{A,j}$ is maliciously generated, the isogeny $\tilde{\phi}'_B$ deviated only by one $p_j$-isogeny, and hence the curves $\tilde{E}_{AB}$ and $\tilde{E}_{BA}$ are $p_j^2$-isogenous.
This means that Alice can still recover the point $\tilde{X}_{AB}$ by computing a $p_j^2$-isogeny from $\tilde{E}_{AB}$ and mapping $\tilde{X}_{AB}$ under it: with probability $(p_j(p_j + 1))^{-1}$ (i.e. the probability of having guessed $\tilde{E}_{BA}$ correctly), the resulting point will be the correct message.

For reasonably-sized parameters, the probability of Alice successfully decapsulating the ciphertext is much higher than $2^{-\lambda}$. To obtain the desired security level, Bob can repeat the process with multiple ephemeral keys, and ask Alice to decapsulate the resulting ciphertexts. If the process is repeated $k$ times and all $k$ ephemeral keys use the malicious point $R_{A,j}$, Alice can correctly decapsulate all ciphertexts only if all $k$ guesses are correct (she has no way to check whether a single ciphertext was correctly decapsulated); she thus responds correctly only with probability $(p_1(p_1 + 1))^{-k}$.

However, if the $k$ ephemeral keys are generated completely at random, the probability of a key using a given point is only $1/2$, so the success probability of Alice may be much higher. To avoid this, Bob generates the ephemeral keys in such a way that, for all $i \in [t]$, exactly $k/2$ keys use the point $R_{A,i}$ and $k/2$ keys do not. In this way, the best strategy for a malicious Alice is to guess which $k/2$ public-key/ciphertexts pairs use the malicious point $R_{A,j}$ (the probability of guessing correctly is $1/(k/2)$), and guessing the curves $\tilde{E}_{AB}$ for those $k/2$ cases.

Hence, the probability of Alice successfully decapsulating all $k$ ciphertexts is at most

$$\left(\frac{k}{k/2}\right)^{-1} \cdot (p_1(p_1 + 1))^{-k/2},$$

where $p_1$ is the smallest prime diving $B$. This introduces a trade-off between the number of repetitions and the smallest prime $p_1$. If, for instance $p_1$ is chosen to be $p_1 = 929$, only $k = 12$ repetitions are sufficient to guarantee that Alice can decapsulate all ciphertexts with probability at most $2^{-128}$, while if $p_1 = 149$, $k = 16$ repetitions are required. Note that while this validation method still require to rerun the encapsulation/decapsulation protocol multiple times, the number of repetitions is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the number of repetitions required in proofs of public-key correctness [DDGZ22,MJ24]. Moreover, our validation method allows us to keep the degree $q(2^a - q)$ secret, which is needed for the security of the split KEM. We summarize the validation protocol in Protocol 10.

**Protocol 10.** The protocol involves a prover $P$ and a verifier $V$, and it relies on a repetition parameter $k$. The protocol defines public parameters $p = 2^aBf - 1$, where $B = \prod_{i=1}^t p_i$ is the product of $t$ small primes and $f$ is a cofactor, and $(E_0, R_0, Q_0, R_0, X_0)$, where $E_0$ is a supersingular elliptic curve defined over $\mathbb{F}_{p^2}$, and $(P_0, Q_0) = E_0[2^a]$, $X_0 \in E_0[x]$, and $R_0 \in E_0[B]$ are points of full order.

---

6 This can be achieved by generating $t$ binary strings of length $k$ with precisely $k/2$ ones and $k/2$ zeros: if the $i$-th entry in the $j$-th string is a one, the $j$-th ephemeral key will use point $R_i$. This guarantees that any single ephemeral key, if considered individually, is uniformly distributed, while also keeping the desired property.
The prover wants to prove that their public key \( \text{pk}_p = (E_p, P_p, Q_p, R_p, X_p) \) contains honestly generated points \( R_p \) and \( X_p \), i.e. \( R_p = [\rho_B] \phi_p(R_0) \) and \( X_p = [\rho_x] \phi(x_0) \), where \( \rho_B, \rho_x \in \mathbb{Z}_{2^n}^* \times \mathbb{Z}_p^* \) and \( \phi_p \) is an isogeny from \( E_0 \) to \( E_p \) of degree at most \( 2^{2n}C \), where \( C < 2^{N/k} \).

**Challenge.** The verifier repeats the following actions for each \( i \in [k] \):  
1. Sample a random uniSIDH isogeny \( \phi_V : E_0 \rightarrow E_V \) with kernel \( \langle [B'/B]R_0 \rangle \), for a random integer \( B' \) division \( B \).
2. Compute the parallel isogeny \( \phi'_V : E_p \rightarrow E_{pV} \) with kernel \( \langle [B'/B]R_p \rangle \).
3. Samples random values \( \nu_2, \nu_2', \nu_s \in \mathbb{Z}_{2^n}^* \times \mathbb{Z}_p^* \).
4. Compute \( P_V, Q_V = [\nu_2] \phi_V(P_0), [\nu_2'] \phi_V(Q_0) \).
5. Compute \( P_{pV}, Q_{pV} = [\nu_2] \phi'_V(P_p), [\nu_2'] \phi'_V(Q_p) \).
6. Compute \( X_V, X_{pV} = [\nu_2] \phi_V(X_0), [\nu_2'] \phi'_V(X_p) \).
7. Sets \( \text{chall} \), \( \text{Enc} \), \( \text{Dec} \) and obtain \( \text{rsp} \) under \( E_V \).

The verifier sends the sets of challenges \( \{ \text{chall}, \text{Enc}, \text{Dec} \}_{i \in [k]} \) to the prover \( P \).

**Response.** For each \( \text{chall} = (E_V, P_V, Q_V, X_V, (E_{pV}, P_{pV}, Q_{pV})) \), the prover uses \( P_V, Q_V \) and \( P_{pV}, Q_{pV} \) to recover the pushforward \( \phi'_P : E_V \rightarrow E_{pV} \) of \( \phi_p \) under the isogeny \( \phi_V : E_0 \rightarrow E_V \), and computes \( \text{rsp} = [\rho_x] \phi'_P(X_V) \). The responder checks that \( P_{pV}, Q_{pV} \) are the images of \( P_V, Q_V \) under \( \phi'_P \); if not, they abort. The prover sends the sets of responses \( \{ \text{rsp} \}_{i \in [k]} \) to the verifier \( V \).

**Verification.** The verifier outputs valid if \( \text{rsp}_i = \text{rsp} \) for all \( i \in [k] \), otherwise they output invalid.

*Saving one round of communication.* The validation technique presented so far is inherently interactive: Bob sends several ephemeral public keys and ciphertexts to Alice, and she responds with their decapsulation. In the context of a split KEM, they output an equality check, which we can exploit to reduce the number of rounds.

Let \( \bar{c}t \) be the ciphertext encapsulated under Bob’s long-term key, and let \( \bar{c}t_1, \ldots, \bar{c}t_k \) be the verification ciphertexts encapsulated under ephemeral keys. Let also \( \bar{K}_1, \ldots, \bar{K}_k \) be the shared secrets associated with verification ciphertexts. Bob computes the value \( K = H(\bar{K}_1 || \cdots || \bar{K}_k) \) (where \( H \) is a hash function) and encrypts the ciphertext \( \bar{c}t \) with an IND-CPA-secure symmetric encryption (KeyGen_{sym}, Enc_{sym}, Dec_{sym}) scheme using \( K \) as key. He then sends \( (\text{Enc}_K^{sym}(\bar{c}t_1), (\bar{c}t_1, \ldots, \bar{c}t_k)) \) to Alice. An honest Alice can compute \( K \) and obtain the ciphertext \( \bar{c}t \), while a malicious one cannot efficiently compute \( K \), which fully hides \( \bar{c}t \).

---

\( ^7 \) For ease of notation, we drop the i-th marker from each element, but the isogenies \( \phi_V, \phi'_V \), the scaling values \( B', \nu_2, \nu_2', \nu_s \), and all the computed points vary across each iteration.
When validating the inputs of FESTA-like isogenies, the validation method is perfectly correct: any input that is not honestly generated is detected. In this case, however, the validation offers only computational guarantees. We thus formalize the security of the validation method with the following game and assumption.

**Game 11 (uniSIDH validation).** Let $p = 2^a B f - 1$ be a prime, where $B = \prod_{i=1}^t p_i$ is the product of $t$ small primes, and $f$ is a cofactor. Let $E_0$ be the supersingular elliptic curve defined over $F_p$, and let $(P_0, Q_0) \in E_0[2a]$, $X_0 \in E_0[x]$, and $R_0 \in E_0[B]$ be protocol parameters of POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,uniSIDH}. Lastly, let $(\text{KeyGen, Enc, Dec})$ be the PKE protocol P(O)KE instantiated with POKE\textsuperscript{FESTA,uniSIDH}.

The game takes place between a challenger and an adversary $A$, and it proceeds as follows:

1. The adversary $A$ outputs a public key $pk_A = (E_A, P_A, Q_A, R_A, X_A)$.
2. The challenger:
   (a) Samples a random bit $b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}$.
   (b) Generates $k$ keys $\{pk_i, sk_i \leftarrow \text{sKeyGen}()\}_{i \in [k]}$.
   (c) Computes $k$ encapsulations $\{ct_i, ss_0^i \leftarrow \text{sEncaps}(pk_i, sk_i)\}_{i \in [k]}$.
   (d) Samples $k$ random values $\{ss_1^i\}_{i \in [k]}$ in the space of shared secrets,
   (e) Responds $(ct_1, \ldots, ct_k, (ss_0^1, \ldots, ss_0^k))$ to $A$.
3. The adversary $A$ outputs a bit $b'$.

The adversary $A$ wins if $b = b'$.

**Assumption 12 (uniSIDH validation).** For any PPT adversary $A$ that wins the uniSIDH validation game with non-negligible probability, there exists a PPT “extractor” $\bar{A}$ that, given the same input as $A$, outputs $\phi_A : E_0 \to E_A$ such that $\phi_A(P_0)$, $\phi_A(Q_0)$, $\phi_A(X_0)$, and $\phi_A(R_0)$ are respectively equal to $P_A$, $Q_A$, $R_A$, and $X_A$, up to scalars, and $\deg \phi_A < 2^{2a} C$, where $C < 2^{\lambda/k}$.

The previous assumption relies on an isogeny whose degree is bounded. If $\deg \phi_A < 2^{2a}$, this corresponds to the honest case. However, we have to extend the bound to include a constant $C$, bounded by $2^{\lambda/k}$. That is because an attacker may compute an isogeny slightly longer than $2^{2a}$, say $2^{2a} C$: then, they may still win Game 11 by guessing enough the translation of such a longer isogeny. If they behave honestly elsewhere, this happens with an advantage of $1/c^k$.

More fundamentally, the assumption is stated in terms of an extractor, similarly to the knowledge-of-exponent assumptions [BP04], to capture the fact the adversary is free to produce any public key and can easily win Game 11 if the public key is honestly generated. To obtain a more limited assumption that does not rely on an extractor, we could assume the attacker is algebraic, i.e. it produces an isogeny from $E_0$ to $E_A$; in that case, assuming the adversary has negligible advantage in winning Game 11 would be a better assumption. However, no formalization of algebraic adversaries for non-group-action isogenies is reported in the literature, and thus we leave this as future work.
6 A two-round verifiable OPRF: POKE-OPRF

We present a two-round verifiable OPRF protocol based on POKE. The high-level design follows that of the OPRFs presented in [BKW20, Bas23]. In all constructions, the client hashes the input $m$ to a curve $E_m$, computes a blinding isogeny $\phi_b: E_m \to E_{mb}$, and sends $E_{mb}$, together with the appropriate torsion points and a proof of their validity, to the server. The server responds by computing an isogeny $\phi_S: E_{mb} \to E_{mbS}$ associated with its private key, and responds with $E_{mbS}$, together with the torsion information needed for the client to “undo” the effect of the blinding isogeny and obtain the curve $E_{mS}$.

Our OPRF, however, crucially differs in two ways from previous protocols: our construction replaces the underlying key exchange from SIDH and M-SIDH to a POKE-based construction where the two parties compute FESTA and uniSIDH isogenies. This reduces the size of the underlying prime when compared to [Bas23] (by more than 6 times), leading to a much more compact and efficient protocol. More importantly, using a POKE-based construction allows us to use the validation method proposed in Section 5.3 to prevent active attacks on the server’s long-term key. While such a method requires to run $k$ instances of POKE in parallel (with $k \approx 12$, for $\lambda = 128$), it replaces the very expensive proof of isogeny knowledge that was used in [BKW20, Bas23]. These proofs require repeating the underlying key exchange computations between 219 and 486 times (also for $\lambda = 128$); thus, our construction reduces the computations needed (and the communication cost) by more than an order of magnitude.

6.1 The OPRF protocol

The protocol proceeds as follows. Fixed a prime $p$ of the form $p = 2^e S f - 1$, where $S = \prod_{i=1}^t p_i$ is the product of $t$ small primes and $f$ is a cofactor, denote with $E_0$ the curve with $j$-invariant 1728. Let $P_0, Q_0$ be a deterministically generated basis of $E_0[2^e]$ (for instance, using the algorithms from [PDJ21]), and let $R_0$ and $X_0$ be a deterministically generated points on $E_0$ of order $S$ and $x$, respectively. Since the points are deterministically generated, they can be considered as randomly chosen, and thus the backdoor attack introduced by [CV23] does not apply.

The server generates a public key by sampling a random uniSIDH isogeny $\phi_S: E_0 \to E_S$ and revealing its action on the $2^e$-torsion, scaled under a diagonal matrix.

The client, to evaluate the OPRF on an input $m$, hashes the input $m$ to a prime degree $q$ such that $2^e - q$ is also prime. They then proceed to compute an isogeny $\phi_m: E_0 \to E_m$ of degree $q$, dependent exclusively on the input $m$, and a

---

8 The value $S$ is the same as $B$ in the split KEM; however, in the OPRF protocol, it is associated with the degree of the isogenies computed by the server. Thus, for clarity, is renamed $S$.

9 The primality of $2^e - q$ does not seem to be a strict requirement for security, but it adds an additional layer of security (a malicious server cannot guess the last steps of $\phi_b$), and it simplifies the security argument, especially for the verifiable version.
random isogeny $\phi_b : E_m \to E_{mb}$ of degree $2^a - q$ (see Remark 14 for a discussion on how to compute this step). The client then reveals the curve $E_{mb}$ to the server, together with the action of $\phi_b \circ \phi_m$ on the $2^a$-torsion, scaled under a diagonal matrix, and on the points $R_0$ and $X_0$, scaled under independent scalars.

The server computes its response by translating the secret isogeny $\phi_S$ under $\phi_b \circ \phi_m$ using the image of $R_0$ to obtain $\phi'_S : E_{mb} \to E_{mbS}$. Its response then consists of the curve $E_{mbS}$, together with its action on the $2^a$-torsion, scaled under the same diagonal matrix used during key generation. However, the server needs to first check that the client’s query is honest: to do so, it uses the validation method proposed in Protocol 10. In particular, it samples $k$ ephemeral uniSIDH isogenies $\phi_{S,i} : E_0 \to E_{S,i}$, computes their parallel isogeny $\phi'_{S,i} : E_{mb} \to E_{mbS,i}$ under $\phi_b \circ \phi_m$, and sends the client the curves $E_{S,i}, E_{mbS,i}$, together with the action of $\phi_S$ and $\phi'_S$ on the $2^a$-torsion, scaled under the same diagonal matrix, and the scaled action of $\phi_S$ on $X_0$. The server then computes the point $X_{mbS,i}$ as the scaled image of $X_{mb}$ (the image of $X_0$ on $E_{mb}$ revealed by the client); it then encrypts its response under a symmetric encryption scheme with a key derived by all $X_{mbS,i}$, and sends the ciphertext to the client.

If the client has been honest, they can compute the points $X_{mbS,i}$ given the information revealed by the server (see Protocol 10): with that information, they can decrypt the symmetric ciphertext and obtain the response curve $E_{mbS}$ and the scaled action of $\phi'_S$ on the $2^a$-torsion. Given the images of the $2^a$-torsion on $E_S$ and $E_{mbS}$ have been scaled by the same matrix, the client can rely on them to recover a representation of the isogenies $\phi'_{m,i} : E_S \to E_{out}$ and $\phi'_b : E_{out} \to E_{mbS}$ (see the Decryption algorithm of Protocol 2), which allows them to undo the effect of the blinding isogeny and obtain the curve $E_{out}$. The OPRF output is then the hash of the server’s public key, the input message, and the $j$-invariant of $E_{out}$. The protocol is formalized in Protocol 13.

**Protocol 13 (POKE-OPRF).** The protocol takes place between a client and a server. The protocol relies on three hash functions, dependent on the parameters generated during the setup phase:

- $\mathcal{H}_m$, from $\mathcal{M}$, the space of inputs of the OPRF, to the set of isogenies from $E_0$ of order $q$, such that $q$ and $2^a - q$ are prime;
- $\mathcal{H}_{\text{chall}}$, from $\mathcal{C}^k$ to $\{0, 1\}^\lambda$, where $\mathcal{C}$ is the space of challenges using in Prot. 10;
- $\mathcal{H}_{\text{out}}$, from $\mathcal{S} \times \mathcal{M} \times \mathcal{F}_{p^2}$ to $\{0, 1\}^\lambda$, where $\mathcal{S}$ is the space of public keys.

**Setup:** The setup phase determines a prime $p$ of the form $p = 2^a S f - 1$, where $S = \prod_{i=1}^t p_i$ is the product of $t$ small primes, and $f$ is a cofactor. The setup also fixes $x$ to be a large prime dividing $p - 1$, and $k$ to be an integer denoting the number of iterations used for verification. The curve $E_0$ then denotes the supersingular elliptic curve with $j$-invariant 1728. The setup also deterministically generates the basis $P_0, Q_0$ of $E_0[2^a]$ and the points $R_0$ and $X_0$ on $E_0$ of order $S$ and $x$, respectively.

**KeyGen:** The server generates a secret key $sk_S = S'$, where $S'$ is a random divisor of $S$, and computes the isogeny $\phi_S : E_0 \to E_S$ with kernel $([S'/S'] R_0)$. It samples
scaling values $\beta_2, \beta'_2 \in \mathbb{Z}_2^* \times \mathbb{Z}_2^*$, and it sets $P_S, Q_S = [\beta_2]\phi_S(P_0), [\beta'_2]\phi_S(Q_0)$.

It then publishes its public key $\text{pk}_S = (E_0, E_S, P_S, Q_S)$.

ClientReq: To evaluate the OPRF on an input $m \in \mathcal{M}$, the client:

1. Generate $(\phi_m : E_0 \rightarrow E_m)$ $\leftarrow \mathcal{H}_m(m)$ and set $q = \text{deg} \phi_m$;
2. Sample a random isogeny $\phi_b : E_m \rightarrow E_{mb}$ of degree $2^a - q$;
3. Sets $\phi_{mb} : E_0 \rightarrow E_{mb}$ as the composition $\phi_b \circ \phi_m$;
4. Samples random values $\alpha_2, \alpha'_2, \alpha_S, \alpha_x \in \mathbb{Z}_2^* \times \mathbb{Z}_2^* \times \mathbb{Z}_2^* \times \mathbb{Z}_2^*$;
5. Sets $P_{mb}, Q_{mb} = [\alpha_2]\phi_{mb}(P_0), [\alpha'_2]\phi_{mb}(Q_0)$;
6. Sets $R_{mb} = [\alpha_S]\phi_{mb}(R_0)$ and $X_{mb} = [\alpha_x]\phi_{mb}(X_0)$;
7. Sends $\text{req} = (E_{mb}, P_{mb}, Q_{mb}, R_{mb}, X_{mb})$ to the server.

BlindEval: After receiving the client’s request $(E_{mb}, P_{mb}, Q_{mb}, R_{mb}, X_{mb})$, the server:

8. Computes the isogeny $\phi'_S : E_{mb} \rightarrow E_{mbS}$ with kernel $[|S/S'|]R_{mb}$;
9. Computes $P_{mbS}, Q_{mbS} = [\beta_2]\phi'_S(P_{mb}), [\beta'_2]\phi'_S(Q_{mb})$;
10. Sets $\text{rsp} = (E_{mbS}, P_{mbS}, Q_{mbS})$;
11. Computes $K = \mathcal{H}(\text{rsp}_1, \text{chall}_1)$ as in the Challenge algorithm of Protocol 10;
12. Computes $K' = \mathcal{H}(\text{rsp}_1||\text{rsp}_2|| \ldots ||\text{rsp}_k)$;
13. Encrypts $\text{rsp}$ under $K$ to obtain $\text{CT} = \text{Enc}^\text{sym}_K(\text{rsp})$;
14. Sends $(\text{CT}, (\text{chall}_1, \ldots, \text{chall}_k))$ to the client.

Finalize: After receiving the server’s response $(\text{CT}, (\text{chall}_1, \ldots, \text{chall}_k))$, the client:

15. Computes $k$ responses $\text{rsp}_i$ as in the Response algorithm of Protocol 10;
16. Computes $K = \mathcal{H}(\text{rsp}_1||\text{rsp}_2|| \ldots ||\text{rsp}_k)$;
17. Decrypts $\text{CT}$ with key $K$ to obtain $\text{rsp}$ i.e. $\text{rsp} = \text{Dec}^\text{sym}_K(\text{CT})$;
18. Parses the responses $\text{rsp}$ as $(E_{mbS}, P_{mbS}, Q_{mbS})$;
19. Computes $\Phi : E_S \times E_{mbS} \rightarrow E_{out}^{0} \times E_{out}^{1}$ with kernel $\left\langle ([q]P_S, [1/\alpha_2]P_{mbS}) \right\rangle$;
20. If the computation of $\Phi$ fails, the client outputs $\bot$;
21. Sets $E_{out}$ as the curve in $\{E_0, E_1\}$ that is $(2^a - q)$-isogenous to $E_{mbS}$;
22. Writes $\phi_{mb}' : E_S \rightarrow E_{mbS}$ as the $q(2^a - q)$-isogeny represented by $\Phi$;
23. Checks that $P_{mbS}, Q_{mbS} = \phi_{mb}'(P_S), \phi_{mb}'(Q_S)$, and outputs $\bot$ if not;
24. Outputs $\mathcal{H}_{out}(\text{pk}_S, m, j(E_{out}))$.

The OPRF in Protocol 13 is correct: the output produced by Finalize depends only on the input $m$ and the server’s secret key $S'$, and it is independent of the choice of blinding isogeny $\phi_b$. This is because the output of Finalize depends on $\text{pk}_S$, which deterministically depend only on the server’s secret key $S'$, the input $m$, and $E_{out}$. By construction, this curve is isomorphic to the codomain of $E_{out}$.

---

10 Concretely, this is achieved by mapping $P_{mbS}$ and $Q_{mbS}$ under $\Phi$ and checking their pairing. Write $P_0, P_1 = \Phi(0_{E_S}, P_{mbS})$ and $Q_0, Q_1 = \Phi(0_{E_S}, Q_{mbS})$: if $e_{2a}(P_0, Q_0) = e_{2a}(P_1, Q_1)$, the curve $E_{out}$ is $q$-isogenous to $E_{mbS}$.
the isogeny \( \phi_{mS} : E_0 \to E_0/([S/S']R_0, \ker \phi_m) \), so it depends exclusively on \( S' \) and \( m \). In other words, if we define \( \text{Eval}(m, S') \) to be the function that outputs \( \mathcal{H}_{\text{act}}(\text{pk}_{S'}, m, j(E_0/([S/S']R_0, \ker \phi_m))) \), where \( \phi_m \) is computed as in lines 1-2 of \text{ClientReq}, we have that

\[
\text{Finalize}( \text{BlindEval}(\text{sk}_S, \text{ClientReq}(\text{pk}_S, m))) = \text{Eval}(\text{sk}_S, m),
\]

for any parameters produced by \text{Setup}, for any server public and secret key \( (\text{pk}_S, \text{sk}_S) \), and for any input \( m \in M \).

Remark 14. To compute their request, the client needs to compute a deterministic (on the input \( m \)) isogeny of degree \( q \) and a random isogeny of degree \( 2^a - q \) (Lines 1 and 2 of Protocol 13). This cannot be computed with an approach similar to Algorithm 2: directly generating an isogeny of degree \( q(2^a - q) \) and splitting it into its components would require both isogenies to depend on \( m \) or be randomly sampled. Generating two distinct isogenies of degree \( q \) and \( 2^a - q \) from \( E_0 \) is possible with Algorithm 2, but there is no simple way to compute the pushforward of one under the other to obtain an isogeny of degree \( q(2^a - q) \) from \( E_0 \). While we leave as an open problem whether a QFESTA-like approach (as that of Algorithm 2) can be adapted to work in this instance, a possible solution lies in working explicitly over the quaternion side: the client can generate an ideal \( I_m \) of norm \( q \) dependent on \( m \) and a random ideal \( I_b \) of norm \( 2^a - q \), and compute the desired isogeny of degree \( q(2^a - q) \) as the translation from ideal to isogeny (see [DKL+20, Sec. 8.1] and [DLLW23, Sec. 4.1]) of \( I_m \cap I_b \) [DKL+20, Lemma 3].

Alternatively, we can modify the OPRF protocol to a message isogeny of degree \( q(2^a - q) \). After computing the curve \( E_m \), the client can sample a random rational isogeny \( \phi_b : E_m \to E_{mb} \) of smooth degree (say \( 3^b \)), if the prime \( p \) is changed such that \( 3^b | p + 1 \), and send the curve \( E_{mb} \) to the server. The server proceeds as in the protocol, but also reveals the action of its secret isogenies on the \( 3^b \)-torsion (which remains secure because the degree of all the server’s isogenies is secret). The client can then recover the isogenies parallel to \( \phi_b \circ \phi_m \) by first computing the \( 3^b \) component (using the \( 3^b \)-torsion) and then recovering the \( q(2^a - q) \) component by using higher-dimensional representations.

The two constructions are very similar, and the analysis and security arguments can be easily adapted from one to the other. We present and analyze the version of Protocol 13 with message isogeny of degree \( q \) and random isogeny of degree \( 2^a - q \) to simplify the description and analysis.

Remark 15 (Partial obliviousness). For simplicity, the protocol as presented above does not support tags, i.e. the protocol is not partially oblivious. It is however straightforward to extend the protocol to support tags: given a curve \( E_0 \), chosen by the server, the client can first hash the tag \( t \) to an isogeny \( \phi_t : E_0 \to E_t \), and compute the protocol as described but starting from \( E_t \) rather than \( E_0 \).
6.2 Verifiability

The OPRF proposed in Protocol 13, considered as a non-verifiable OPRF, already significantly improves on previous constructions with a similar design [BKW20, Bas23]: the expensive proof of isogeny knowledge used used to guarantee the security of the server is replaced with the more efficient validation method of Protocol 10. However, previous OPRF constructions also relied on expensive zero-knowledge proofs to achieve verifiability. These proofs guarantee that the server’s computation are honest, and they also guarantee that the isogeny is parallel (i.e. it reuses the same secret key) to a previously-committed one. However, these proofs are very computationally demanding: they often require computing several hundreds long isogenies by both parties. For instance, the verifiability proof used in [Bas23], which improves on the proofs used in [BKW20], requires the server to compute 1314 isogenies of large degree and the client 438 such isogenies. Our construction, however, achieves verifiability for free: the OPRF of Protocol 13 is already verifiable. To see why, consider that a malicious server has three avenues to cheat:

1. It can send a maliciously generated response \((E_{mbs}, P_{mbs}, Q_{mbs})\) to the client, where the curve \(E_{mbs}\) is different than the honestly-generated one. However, in this case, the client’s computation of \(\Phi\) fails. For the server to succeed in fooling the the client, the curve \(E_{mbs}\) needs to be \(q(2^a - q)\)-isogenous to \(E_S\) (remember that \(q\) is secret), and the points \(P_{mbs}, Q_{mbs}\) need to be the images of \(P_S, Q_S\) under the \(q(2^a - q)\)-isogeny, after scaling by the secret values \(\alpha_2, \alpha_2'\), which are only known to the client. This rules out attacks based on computing a \(q(2^a - q)\)-isogeny starting from \(E_S\), as the probability of \(\Phi\) being computable is the same as guessing the two large ephemeral scalars \((\alpha_2, \alpha_2')\).

The server could also attempt to generate an honestly computed curve \(E_{mBS}\) and guess part of the isogeny that the client recomputes to backtrack it. However, \(q\) was chosen such that \(2^a - q\) is also prime: hence, the isogeny computed by the client has no small factors, and the server cannot guess any factor isogeny with non-negligible probability. Note that this also rules out those attacks where the server act ‘honestly’, but use a different secret key instead. This approach, however, also fails: if the isogenies \(\phi_S\) and \(\phi_S'\) are not parallel, the curves \(E_S\) and \(E_{mbs}\) are not \(q(2^a - q)\)-isogenous and thus the computation of \(\Phi\) fails. In some sense, our OPRF replaces the expensive proofs of parallel isogeny with an implicit proof: since the client’s isogeny is recomputed from its domain and codomain (and the its action on the \(2^a\)-torsion), it provides a proof that the server’s isogeny \(\phi_S'\) is parallel to the isogeny \(\phi_S\) computed during key generation.

2. The server could generate an honestly computed curve \(E_{mBS}\), but manipulate the points \(P_{mbs}, Q_{mbs}\). However, as argued in Section 5.3, checking that \(P_{mbs}, Q_{mbs}\) are the correct images of \(P_S, Q_S\), as done in Line 24 of Protocol 13 is guaranteed to detect malicious points. We note that, even if the server were able to use malicious points for an adaptive attack, the server would only learn some partial information on the ephemeral values \(\alpha_2\) and \(\alpha_2'\). Unless
such information allowed the server to recompute the entire values after only iteration, such an attack would not be useful in extracting information on the message \( m \).

3. Lastly, the server could attempt to extract some information on the message by providing maliciously generated challenges during the verification phase. However, the analysis of the previous cases also applies here, and together with the analysis of Section 5.3, it shows that if the server maliciously generates some of the challenges, the client would detect it and abort.

Hence, the proposed OPRF achieves verifiability without requiring expensive zero-knowledge proofs or a high number (>\( \lambda \)) of long isogenies computations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first isogeny-based OPRF to do so.

6.3 Security

We first prove pseudorandomness. To do so, we need to introduce the following game and assumption, based [Bas23, Problem 4].

**Game 16 (One-more unpredictability).** Let \( E_0 \) denote the supersingular curve with \( j \)-invariant 1728. The game takes place between a challenger and an adversary \( A \), and it proceeds as follows:

1. The challenger generates \( (p, k) = \text{Setup}() \).
2. The challenger generates a secret/public key pair \((S', \text{pk}_S) = \text{KeyGen}()\).
3. The challenger deterministically generates \( R_0 \in E_0[S] \).
4. The challenger computes \( \phi_S : E_0 \rightarrow E_S \) with kernel \( \langle [S/S'] R_0 \rangle \).
5. The adversary is given access to the oracle \( \text{Query}(\phi) \), which acts as follow:
   - (a) The oracle checks that the domain of \( \phi \) is \( E_0 \). If not, return \( \bot \).
   - (b) The oracle checks that \( \deg \phi < 2^{2a+\lambda/k} \). If not, return \( \bot \).
   - (c) The oracle returns the pushforward \( (\phi_S)_* \phi \).
6. The adversary is also given access to the oracle \( \text{Chall}(\cdot) \), which returns a random isogeny \( \phi \) from \( E_0 \) of degree \( q \) such that \( 2^a - q \) is also prime.
7. The adversary outputs a list of pairs \((\phi, E_\phi)\).

We call a pair \((\phi_i, E_i)\) correct if \( \phi_i \) is the output of a \( \text{Chall} \) query, and \( E_i \) is the output of \( \text{Query}(\phi_i) \). The adversary wins the game if the number of correct pairs it produces is greater than the number of oracle queries.

**Assumption 17 (One-more unpredictability).** Every PPT adversary wins Game 16 with probability negligible in \( \lambda \).

This game is a translation of [Bas23, Problem 4] from the M-SIDH setting to the setting of FESTA isogenies, with one notable exception: the oracle, rather than return just the curve \( E_0/\langle [S/S'] R_0, \ker \phi \rangle \), returns the entire isogeny pushforward of the isogeny \( \phi_m \) under the isogeny \( \phi_S \). However, this change does not fundamentally affect the hardness of the game: if the isogeny \( \phi_m \) had smooth degree, there is a subexponential reduction between the two cases (the reduction corresponds to the second attack presented in [BKM+21]). Moreover, the attacks
proposed in [BKM+21] do not apply here for two reasons: the isogeny \( \phi_m \) is irrational, which prevents the attack because it would require the attacker to work with points that are defined over an exponentially large field; more fundamentally, each input \( m \) corresponds to a different degree of \( \phi_m \). This means that, even if the attacker were able to generate a torsion basis on \( E_S \) of a certain order, this would only help them evaluate one message isogeny. For this reason, we believe that the hardness of Game 16 is significantly greater than the hardness of [Bas23, Problem 4]. However, the two games also differ in the choice of starting curve \( E_0 \): in Game 16, \( E_0 \) has known endomorphism ring. This, however, does not seem to give a significant advantage to the adversary. Note that the recent attack on pSIDH [CII+23], which require knowledge of the endomorphism ring, does not apply here since the isogeny \( \phi_S \) has unknown degree.

Theorem 18. The OPRF protocol (Protocol 13) satisfies the POPFR property (Definition 22), with \( H_m, H_{chall}, H_{out} \) modeled as random oracles, if

- The one-more unpredictability assumption (Assumption 17) holds,
- The unSIDH validation assumption (Assumption 12) holds,
- \( \Pi = (\text{KeyGen}^{\text{sym}}, \text{Enc}^{\text{sym}}, \text{Dec}^{\text{sym}}) \) is IND-CPA secure.

Proof. The high-level structure of the proof follows the proof of [ADDG23, Theorem 2], and it relies on a simulator \( S \) that behaves as an honest server, except when the random oracle is queried on a message and \( j \)-invariant pair \((m, j_m)\): in that case, the simulator programs the random oracle to produce the same output as the \( \text{Eval} \) function. More precisely, define the following simulator \( S \):

\[
S.\text{Init}() : \text{sample random parameters} \ pp_0 = (E_0, P_0, Q_0, R_0), \text{sample a random secret key} \ st'_S = S', \text{and set} \ pk_0 = \perp.
\]

\[
S.\text{BlindEval}(req, st'_S) : \text{return } F.\text{BlindEval}_{pp_0}(req, S'), \text{i.e. an honest evaluation of the OPRF on } req \text{ with secret key } S'.
\]

\[
S.\text{Eval}^{\text{LimitEval}}((pk_S, m, j_m), st'_S) : \text{if the query } (m, j_m) \text{ appears among the previous queries stored in } st'_S, \text{return the same output. Otherwise, if } j_m \text{ is the } j \text{-invariant of the curve associated with message } m \text{ and server’s key } S', \text{i.e} \ j_m = F_S'(m), \text{query } \text{LimitEval}(m) \text{ and return its output } h; \text{if } j_m \neq F_S'(m), \text{return a uniformly random value } h. \text{In both cases, store the pair } ((m, j_m), h) \text{ in } st'_S.
\]

The adversary \( A \) has access to the OPRF oracles Eval, BlindEval, and Prim. When \( S \) is defined as above, the three oracles behave identically in the cases \( b = 0 \) and \( b = 1 \), unless the simulator \( S \) obtains \( \perp \) from LimitEval. This only happens when the number of LimitEval queries exceeds the number of Eval queries, which means that the adversary has produced \( n + 1 \) valid pairs of OPRF inputs and outputs \((m, F_S'(m))\) after querying Eval only \( n \) times. We call such an event \( E \).

We now show that such an event happens with negligible probability: the one-more unpredictability assumption guarantees that an adversary cannot generate \( n + 1 \) valid pairs of OPRF inputs and outputs after \( n \) queries if all the queries are honest. To handle the case of non-honest queries, we rely on the extractor
introduced in Assumption 12: when queries are not honestly generated, the simulator replace its responses with random values. More formally, we introduce the following games:

**Game 0.** This is the original game $O_{\theta, \theta_0}^{A, b} \text{OPRF}, S, RO$, where the simulator $S$ is defined as above.

**Game 1.** The simulator $S$ runs the extractor $\hat{A}$, as defined in Assumption 12. If the extraction fails, the simulator replaces the responses $r_{sp_i}$ used in the validation method with randomly sampled ones.

**Game 2.** The simulator $S$ runs the extractor $\hat{A}$, as defined in Assumption 12. If the extraction fails, the simulator also replaces the response $r_{sp}$, dependent on the long-term key, with a randomly sampled one.

Let us write $E_i$ to denote the event $E_i$ in Game $i$. Under Assumption 12, the probability $|\Pr(E_1) - \Pr(E_0)|$ is negligible: if it were not, the attacker could rely on it to distinguish between Game 0 and Game 1. However, the two games cannot be distinguished with non-negligible probability: they only differ if the extraction fails, but the extraction failing means the attacker $A$ cannot win Game 16 with non-negligible probability (by Assumption 12), which in turn means the attacker cannot distinguish between Game 0 and Game 1.

Similarly, we have $|\Pr(E_2) - \Pr(E_1)|$ is negligible: if it were not, the attacker could rely on it to distinguish between Game 1 and Game 2. But the two games differ only for the value $r_{sp}$ to be encrypted under a random key $K$ (since the values $r_{sp_i}$ have been replaced with random ones in Game 1), and thus any attacker that can distinguish between Game 1 and Game 2 with non-negligible probability can also win the IND-CPA game of $\Pi$ with non-negligible probability. Lastly, in Game 2, the simulator responds with non-random values only to honest queries. The probability $\Pr(E_2)$ is thus exactly the advantage that the attacker has in winning Game 16, which is negligible by Assumption 17.

\[\Box\]

**Client’s privacy.** We now formally prove the OPRF has client’s privacy when the server is honest. To do so, we rely on the following game.

**Game 19 (Decisional Multi-Instance Scaled Torsion Game).** The game takes place between a challenger and an adversary $A$, and it proceeds as follows:

1. The challenger generates $(p, k) = \text{Setup}()$.
2. The challenger samples a random bit $b \leftarrow \{0, 1\}$.
3. The adversary commits to a curve $E$.
5. The adversary is given access to the oracle $O()$, which:
   (a) Samples two primes $q_0, q_1$ such that $2^a - q_0$ and $2^a - q_1$ are also prime.
   (b) Samples two random isogenies $\phi_i : E \to E_i$ of order $q_i$, for $i \in \{0, 1\}$.
   (c) Samples two random isogenies $\psi_i : E_i \to E^*_i$ of order $2^a - q_i$, for $i \in \{0, 1\}$.
   (d) Computes $P_0^b, Q_0^b = [\beta_0^b]_i \psi_i \phi_0(P), [\beta_0^b]_i \psi_i \phi_0(Q)$, for $\beta_0, \beta_0^b \leftarrow (\mathbb{Z}/2^a)^2$.
   (e) Computes $P_1^b, Q_1^b = [\beta_1^b]_i \psi_i \phi_1(P), [\beta_1^b]_i \psi_i \phi_1(Q)$, for $\beta_1, \beta_1^b \leftarrow (\mathbb{Z}/2^a)^2$.
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Deterministically generates points $R_i$ of order $S$ on $E_i$.

Computes $R_0^*, R_1^* = [\alpha_0]\psi_0(R_0), [\alpha_1]\psi_1(R_1)$, for $\alpha_0, \alpha_1 \leftarrow_{\text{R}}(\mathbb{Z}_q)^2$.

Returns $((\phi_0, \phi_1), (E_0^*, P_0^*, Q_0^*, R_0^*), (E_1^*, P_1^*, Q_1^*, R_1^*))$.

The adversary outputs a bit $\tilde{b}$.

**Assumption 20 (Decisional Scaled Torsion).** Every PPT adversary wins Game 19 with probability negligible in $\lambda$.

**Theorem 21.** The OPRF protocol (Protocol 13) satisfies the OPRIV$_{\text{OPRF, RO}}$ property (Definition 23), with $H_0, H_1, H_{\text{out}}$ modeled as random oracles, if the Decisional Scaled-Torsion assumption (Assumption 20) holds.

**Proof.** Assume that there exists an adversary $A$ that wins the OPRIV$_{\text{OPRF, RO}}$ game with non-negligible advantage. We show we can use $A$ to build an adversary $B$ that wins Game 19 with the same advantage. The adversary $B$ runs $A$ as a subroutine, and it simulates the random oracle for $A$. $B$ starts by generating public parameters and an OPRF server’s secret and public key $sk, pk$ and passes everything to the adversary $A$. Whenever $A$ queries the Run oracle on $m_0, m_1$ in the OPRIV$_{\text{OPRF, RO}}$ game, $B$ queries the O oracle in Game 19 to obtain $((\phi_0, \phi_1), (E_0^*, P_0^*, Q_0^*, R_0^*), (E_1^*, P_1^*, Q_1^*, R_1^*))$. It then programs the random oracle such that $H_{\text{out}}(m_i) = \phi_i$. These values are exactly two pairs of blinded and unblinded OPRF requests: since $B$ knows the secret $sk$, for both requests it can compute both the response $rsp_i$ to blinded requests and the response to the unblinded request, which is the same as the output of OPRF.Finalize($rsp_i$). $B$ then sends these values to $A$: if $A$ wins the OPRIV$_{\text{OPRF, RO}}$ game with non-negligible advantage, the same output $b$ wins Game 11 with the same advantage.

To show the OPRF has client’s privacy when the server is malicious, we need to show that whenever the server deviates from honest computations, the client can detect it and abort. While the analysis of Section 6.2 provides some justification, we leave formalizing the necessary assumptions and proving the corresponding theorem as future work.

**6.4 Results**

For $\lambda = 128$, we choose $a = 136$. Since we choose $q$ to be a random prime of $a$ bits such that $2^a - q$ is also prime, choosing $a$ slightly larger than $\lambda$ guarantees enough entropy in the choice of $q$. We select $S$ to be the product of $t = \lambda$ consecutive primes, starting from $p_1 = 929$. This corresponds to a repetition parameter $k = 12$ and a prime $p$ of about 1541 bits. We remark that changing $p_1$ (and consequently $k$) introduces a trade-off between the computation time of the client and the computation time of the server: the larger $p_1$ is, the longer the server takes to compute its secret isogenies, but larger $p_1$’s also mean smaller $k$’s (hence fewer repetitions), which speeds up the client’s computation. However, larger $p_1$ also increases the size of the underlying prime, slowing down all computations.
and increasing the communication cost of the protocol. The optimal trade-off thus depends on the specific use case and depends on an accurate timing of all the operations involved in the protocol. The server’s public key and the client’s request are a single curve and points on the curve, which can be efficiently represented (without the more expensive compression) in $6 \log p$ bits, or 1156 bytes with the proposed parameters. The server’s response includes $2k$ curves and points for the verification and one curve and point for the response. In total, this amounts to 28.9 kB.

We also developed a proof-of-concept implementation of all the building blocks of the OPRF protocol in SageMath [The24], relying on the implementation of two-dimensional isogenies proposed in [DMPR23]. The implementation, for simplicity, uses a rational point $X$ for verification, does not implement the symmetric-key encryption protocol, but also avoids several optimizations. The timings should thus be interpreted as an upper bound, and we expect that a more optimized implementation would be significantly faster. In particular, we expect that switching from SageMath to a low-level implementation would provide a speed-up of more than an order of magnitude. With the parameters proposed above, the implementation, when running on an Apple M1 PRO CPU, takes 5.3 seconds for the server’s key generation, 17.7 seconds for the client’s request, and 130.7 seconds for the server’s response. However, the response can be heavily parallelized: with 24 cores, the running time decreases to 10.3 seconds. The client’s final computation takes 10.9 seconds.

**Comparison with previous constructions.** The more direct comparison is with the OPRF by Basso [Bas23], since the two constructions share a similar high-level design: our OPRF is significantly more compact (about $278 \times$ smaller in bandwidth) and vastly more efficient. While the author does not provide a detailed analysis of the performance of the OPRF, the protocol requires computing more than 1700 large-degree isogenies where $\log p \approx 8868$: our construction, conversely, requires computing only 40 isogenies of smaller degree and with a prime characteristic that is $5.7 \times$ smaller. Moreover, our construction improves on the construction by Basso by not needing a trusted setup. Other isogeny-based OPRFs have been proposed based on CSIDH in [HHM+23], which fixed and improved an older construction [BKW20, §8], and in [dSGP23]. The first construction [HHM+23], called OPUS, is not round-optimal nor verifiable, and it requires computing $\approx 3\lambda$ isogenies, and thus is expected to have a higher computational cost. The communication cost is also higher, as the client communicates 66 kB and the server sends 131.6 kB of data. The second construction [dSGP23] is round-optimal and verifiable, but it requires computing $\approx 8\lambda$ isogenies and communicating $\approx 68$ kB of data (when instantiated with $p = 2048$; with $p = 4096$ the bandwidth becomes $\approx 135$ kB). Thus, our construction significantly outperforms

---

Footnote: In the implementation, the client’s request does not randomize the blinding isogeny as discussed in Remark 14; the results may thus slightly underestimate the request time.
all isogeny-based OPRFs proposed so far, both in terms of communication and computational costs.

If we extend our comparison to non-isogeny-based protocols, the only post-quantum OPRFs reported in the literature that are secure against malicious clients are due to Albrecht, Davidson, Deo, and Smart [ADDS21], Albrecht, Davidson, Deo, and Gardham [ADDG23], and Faller, Ottenhues, and Ottenhues [FOO23]. The first construction [ADDS21] is possibly the first proposed post-quantum OPRF, but it is highly inefficient (it requires >128 GB of communication). The second construction is based on a homomorphic-encryption evaluation of the Crypto Dark Matter PRF, and it is significantly more efficient, especially when batched. The most expensive computation, the server’s blind evaluation, requires 7 seconds, which reduces to 151 ms when run on a 64-core machine. However, this may (or may not, see [ADDG23, Sec. 1.3 and 6.1]) underestimate the real cost by an order of magnitude. This uncertainty, together with the lack of an optimized implementation of our OPRF, makes a direct performance comparison hard. However, the communication cost (>41 MB, for both verifiable and non-verifiable variants) is still significantly higher than our construction. Lastly, the third construction [FOO23] is based on a garbled-circuit evaluation of an AES circuit. It is not round-optimal nor verifiable, but achieves running times of around 47 ms. However, the communication cost is still much higher than our construction, at 4.7 MB.

7 Conclusion

We introduced a framework to work with isogenies represented by higher-dimensional isogenies, and we used this framework to propose three new protocols. The first is a PKE that outperforms all previous isogeny-based PKEs in terms of computational cost, while also being one of the most compact post-quantum PKEs. The second is a split KEM that could be used to instantiate a post-quantum version of the Signal X3DH protocol; its adaptive security is based on a novel technique to validate public keys. The third construction is a round-optimal verifiable OPRF, based on the split KEM and its validation method. The OPRF is significantly more efficient than all previous isogeny-based OPRFs, and competitive in terms of running time with other post-quantum OPRFs, while being significantly more compact. This may provide one of the first practical post-quantum OPRFs, at least for applications that tolerate longer running times.

However, these are but just three applications of the POKE framework. Being able to manipulate irrational isogenies is an important tool that opens up new possibilities, and we expect that the POKE framework will be used to develop new cryptographic protocols and applications. In future work, we aim to explore more of this applications, as well as develop optimized implementations of the proposed constructions to better understand and compare their performance.
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A Security definitions of OPRFs

In this work, we rely on the game-based security definition of an OPRF proposed in [TCR+22]. The definition is based on two games: $\text{OPRF}_{A, b}^{\text{OPRF}, S, RO}(\lambda)$ and $\text{OPRIV}_{A, b}^{\text{OPRF}, RO}(\lambda)$. The first game guarantees the pseudorandomness of the OPRF, which, informally, guarantees that a malicious client can obtain OPRF evaluations only by interacting with the server: after $n$ interactions with the server, the client cannot produce $n+1$ valid pairs of OPRF inputs and outputs. On the other hand, the $\text{OPRIV}_{A, b}^{\text{OPRF}, RO}(\lambda)$ game guarantees the privacy of the client: a honest-but-curious server cannot link the client’s requests to the corresponding messages. We refer to [TCR+22, ADDG23] for a detailed description of the security games.

Definition 22 (Pseudorandomness (OPRF) [TCR+22, ADDG23]). An oblivious pseudorandom function $\text{OPRF}$ is pseudorandom if for all PPT adversaries $A$, there exists a simulator $S$ such that the following advantage is negligible

$$\left| \Pr(\text{OPRF}_{A, 1}^{\text{OPRF}, S, RO}(\lambda) = 1) - \Pr(\text{OPRF}_{A, 0}^{\text{OPRF}, S, RO}(\lambda) = 1) \right|.$$ 

Definition 23 (Client’s Privacy (OPRIV) [TCR+22, ADDG23]). An oblivious pseudorandom function $\text{OPRF}$ has client’s privacy if for all PPT adversaries $A$, the following advantage is negligible

$$\left| \Pr(\text{OPRIV}_{A, b}^{\text{OPRF}, RO}(\lambda) = 1) - \Pr(\text{OPRIV}_{A, b}^{\text{OPRF}, RO}(\lambda) = 1) \right|.$$
Fig. 2: The OPFR_A,b,OPRF, S, RO game.

Fig. 3: The OPRIV1_A,b,OPRF, S, RO game.
B Hardness analysis of Problem 4

In Section 4, we introduced new security assumptions. In particular, the security of Alice’s secret isogeny against key-recovery attacks relies on Problem 4, which asks to recover an isogeny \( \phi \) of unknown degree given its action on:

- a \( 2^n \)-torsion basis, scaled by two independent scalars \( \alpha_2 \) and \( \alpha_2' \) in \( \mathbb{Z}_{2^n}^* \);
- a \( 3^b \)-torsion basis, scaled by a scalar \( \alpha_3 \) in \( \mathbb{Z}_{3^b}^* \);
- a point of order \( x \), scaled by a scalar \( \alpha_x \) in \( \mathbb{Z}_x^* \).

At the cost of being less explicit, it is possible to simplify the formulation of the assumption. Using the same notation as Problem 4, we can sum the torsion points to obtain

\[
U_0 = P_0 + R_0 + X_0, \quad V_0 = Q_0 + S_0,
\]

and express the problem relative to such points.

Thus, Problem 4 is equivalent to ask to recover the isogeny \( \phi \) given only \([\alpha]\phi(U_0)\) and \([\alpha']\phi(V_0)\), where \( U_0, V_0 \) form a basis of \( E_0[2^n] \), where \( \alpha, \alpha' \in \mathbb{Z}_{2^n,3^b}^* \) such that \( \alpha \equiv \alpha' \mod 2^n \) and \( \alpha' \equiv 0 \mod x \). These modular constraints translate the requirement that the \( 3^b \)-torsion points are masked by the same scalar and that only one point of order \( x \) is revealed.

Such a formulation shows that Problem 4 belongs to the category of security problems that asks to find a connecting isogeny between two nodes in the supersingular isogeny graph with level structure [FFP24]. In the same category, we can find the security assumptions used in CSIDH [CLM+18], M-SIDH, MD-SIDH [FMP23], binSIDH, terSIDH, and their hybrid variants [BF23], FESTA [BMP23], QFESTA [NO23], and IS-CUBE [Mor23].

The level structure used in Problem 4 is a combination of a diagonal level structures, such as those used by CSIDH, FESTA, and bin/terSIDH, level structures with scalar multiples of the identity, such as those used by M-SIDH and MD-SIDH, and a Borel level structures (where only one image point is revealed), such as those used by the SIDH proofs of knowledge [BCC+23]. Crucially, however, the isogeny in Problem 4 relies on an isogeny of unknown degree. This makes the assumption more similar to the CSIDH assumption; however, in our case, the unknown degree is fundamental to security. Since the \( 3^b \)-torsion is scaled only by a single scalar, it would be easy to recover the exact torsion images and apply the SIDH attacks if the degree were known. Nonetheless, this does not seem to pose a security risk: finding the degree of a connecting isogeny is deeply linked to the decisional isogeny problem, especially in its variant where it asks whether there exists a connecting isogeny of a given degree. The problem has been studied, both as a pure problem and in the context of validating SIDH public keys, and there are no techniques reported in the literature that do not rely on computing the isogeny explicitly. More generally, there exist no known techniques to recover the degree of an isogeny between two curves, even when torsion information is given, besides trivial attacks based on pairing.
information: this is avoided in our case since the $3^6$-torsion is masked. An attacker may hope to sidestep the issue altogether and find an attack that does not require the degree: while that is theoretically possible, it appears to be unlikely, since all existing attacks that recover an isogeny from its torsion information [Pet17,dQKL+21,KP22,CD23,MMP+23,Rob23,CV23] fundamentally rely on knowledge of the degree.

Lastly, our assumption differs from those in the literature by the amount of torsion information provided: in particular, if we compare the order of the torsion bases whose images are revealed ($\approx 2^{4.5\lambda}$) with the degree of the isogeny ($\approx 2^{2\lambda}$), we see that this is significantly less than what is revealed in FESTA and QFESTA, where the order of the torsion bases is more than three times the degree of the secret isogenies.